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ABSTRACT 
A 111ulticompartment model of MRI signal intensity that is a function of perfusion 
IS developed based upon the assumption that biological tissue can be represented by 
blood, tissue and immobile water compartments and that excited endogenous protons can 
be used as a tracer. The principle is analogues to tracer kinetic techniques used in many 
fields of biological science. 
First, the longitudinal magnetization for a two-C0l11partment model, representing 
blood and tissue, is derived from the modified Bloch equations as a function of the 
foJlowing physiological parameters: blood flow velocity, tissue to blood volume fraction, 
diffusion, and rate of exchange between the blood and extravascular tissue C0I11partI11ents. 
Sinlulations of slice profiles excited by a repetitive sequence of 90° slice-selective pulses 
show that the signal intensity in the compartments are modulated by these physiological 
parmneters. 
Second, the longitudinal and transverse magnetization for both a two-compartment 
model and a three-compartment nlodel are derived and studied using chromatography 
coiunln phantoms containing Sephadex gels, which were used to simulate tissue perfusion 
and the exchange of protons between extravascular and intravascular tissue conlpartnlents. 
C0111puter simulations were c0I11pared in experiments that used two chronlatography 
columns. Slice-selective spin-echo experiments were perfornled. The results of the 
expcriments agreed with computer simulations, which showed that the MRI signal 
intensity in the perfused co]mnns is a function of the rate of exchange between extrabcad 
and intrabead C0l11partments. The exchange process modifies the transit tinlc of protons 
passing through an excited region. Simulations and experiments also showed that both 
two-cOlllpartment and three-compartlllent models could be used to fit experimental data. 
Finally, an experiment was performed on a human brain using arterially tagged 
endogenoLls protons as a tracer combined with magnetization transfer techniques to 
eliminate the imnlobile water compartlnent. Our simulations and experimental results 
show that the accuracy of kinetic parameter estimates will rely on the signal contrast that 
depends upon the flow velocity of the labeled spins. The arterial spin labeling technique 
has significant potential to be used for quantitatively measuring tissue perfusion in vivo 
using clinical MRI. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Measurement of in vivo tissue perfusion is of the greatest clinical interests since it 
can provide inlportant information about organ viability and function. 1-5 For exanlple, the 
knowledge of vascular perfusion is useful for cancer therapy 1 and the infornlation about 
gas exchange2 can help with the application of respiratory care] on regulation of 
ventilation. To understand how the perfusion relates to release of neuroactive substances is 
certainly the important step before people arc able to predict the way of functioning for 
hlllnan brain.4 The design and manufacture of artificial organs also require people to 
understand tissue perfusion in those organs.s Unfortunately, assessment of organ tissue 
perfusion is still an extremely difficult task and its assessnlent has important health care 
implications. For example, vascular disease accounts for the highest number of deaths in 
the Western Hemisphere partly due to inadequate methods to Ineasure vascular perfusion. 
A number of techniques have been developed to measure tissue perfusion in vivo 
and in vitro. Traditionally, wash-in or wash-out kinetics of exogenously administered 
tracers have been used to measure flow. 6 With diffusible tracers, this type of llleasurement 
yields tissue perfusion rates. In kinetic approaches, serial measurements of tissue tracer 
levels arc made during wash-in or wash-out. With a knowledge of the tracer input 
function, blood flow or perfusion and kinetic rates can be calculated.7,x These least 
invasive techniques have been adapted to modern imaging modalities by usc of the 
appropriate tracers. For example, 18F and H2 150 tracers have been used in conjunction 
with positron emission tomography (PET),7 l:nXe washout has been used with SPECT, 
stahle xenon has been used with x-ray CT,8 and 2H, 19F and gadoliniUln-DPTA tracers 
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have been used in conjunction with l1lagnetic resonance to measure regional perfusion in 
the hrain.l),IO Tissue perfusion may also be measured using a constant tracer inl10w to 
obtain steady state condition. This approach has been used in PET 111eaSUrerllents of 
cerebral perfusion using ISO-C02 and H2 150.II,12 However, nuclear l1ledicine methods 
have a relatively low spatial resolution and require the injection of radioactive nlaterial. 
Even with PET il1laging, which presently provides the highest spatial resolution in nuclear 
medicine perfusion studies, resolution is of the order of 0.5 cnl. Since it is the end organ 
perfusion that determines proper organ perfusion, there is a need for high resolution 
perfusion illlaging, particularly in the brain and heart. 
Early on it was recognlzed that NMR is sensitive to directed and diffusive 1110tion. 
In MRI, the flow and motion sensitivity can be used to image blood vessels and obviates 
the need for intravascular contrast agents to delineate the cardiac cavities and vascular 
structures. It was postulated that MR signal tnay he reduced by flow in vascular structures 
with diameters smaller than that the size of a voxel. This postulate was used to explain in 
vivo MR signal intensity variations in the lungs in norrnal individuals. n A theoretical 
analysis of perfusion and diffusion effects in MR was perfornled by Taylor and BushelI. 14 
PhantOlll studies of perfusion by Budinger et al. 15 and phantom and in vivo studies by Le 
Bihan ef ai. 16 also den10nstrated that diffusion and fractional capillary volume might he 
measured by MRI because of their effect on signal intensity changes within voxels. 
In biological tissues, the motions of protons due to molecular diffusion of water 
and blood llowing through the capillary microcirculation are quite c0111plex since the 
nature of 1110tions is incoherent which distinguishes it frOlll the coherent l11otion of flow in 
large vessels. Diffusion due to pure random l11otion of molecules will cause attenuation in 
anlplitude of the MRI signal only and the study of diffusion is nluch simpler than that for 
perfusion. However, the study of perfusion using MRI is much more diHicult because 
perfusion depends on the geometry of the capillary structure, blood velocity in the 
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c(lpillary, and the exchange between blood in the capillaries and surrounding tissues. 
These pan.lIneters usualJy vary not only voxel by voxel, but also within the voxel. 
The capillaries, which allow for exchange of water and solutes between the blood 
and the tissues, are different in many respects from the larger vessels. Their diameters are 
approxilnately 7 Jl, well below the likely resolution of any conventional MR ilnager. 
Their lengths are on the order of a millimeter and the velocity less than a millimeter per 
second, implying a transit time of a second or more. However, diffusional exchange across 
the capillary walls can be of the order of 10 times the flow through the capillary, thus some 
spins entering one end of the capillary are likely not to exit promptly at the other end. 
Whereas the flow of blood within a large vessel has a well-defined direction, the flow in 
tissue containing capillaries is quite random. The capillaries typically make up only a few 
percent of the tissue volume, reSUlting in a large background of stationary water. Thus, 
capillary now may be difficult to distinguish from diffusion of water within tissues. 
Finally, now within tissues is typically patchy and phasic, with significant local time-
dependent variations. The net result of all this makes measurement of perfusion a very 
difficult task. 
Due to the significant need for nlethods to nleasure perfusion and the potential of 
MRI to do so, the following is the outline of the objectives of this study: (I) to develop a 
mult1cOlnpartInent MRI tissue perfusion model that is based on an excitation of 
endogenous protons, (2) to study and understand the effect of the properties of tisslIe 
perfusion upon the MRI signal using computer simulations of our model, (3) to verify our 
peffusion rnodel experimentally using gel phantoms, and (4) to investigate the arterial spin 
labeling technique that has significant potential to be used for quantitatively measuring 
tissue perfusion in vivo using clinical MRI. 
As nlentioned before, because biological tissue is c0I11plex, it beconles a difficult 
task to estinlate all potential kinetic paranleters. Multicompartment models work well to 
demonstrate the modulation of the MRI signal due to proton exchange bet ween 
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comparttnents. However, the exchange rate constants and volume ratios are embedded in a 
milieu of several other parameters that affect the NMR signal of biological tissue. Although 
it is possible in principle to fit the measured signal intensity to these paranleters using 
nonlinear estimation techniques, this still remains a challenging task. To estimate model 
panuneters in practice, it would be useful to utilize methods that isolate parametric effects. 
For example, magnetization transfer techniques may be useful to obtain the mobile and 
immobile water exchange. Also, it would be useful when estimating cOlnpartnlent model 
paranleters to remove the coupling between the compartnlents, which prevents solving lhe 
systC1l1 of differential equations analytically. This might be done by designing a spcci fic 
pulsc scquencc. 
This dissertation consists of six chapters including this introductory chapter. 
Chapter 2 gives a concise discussion of the NMR physics and the principles of nlagnetic 
resonance ilnaging. It is shown how to include flow and diffusion into the Bloch 
equations. Aspects of diffusion imaging are reviewed. In particular, a discussion is given 
of l-,c Blhan's IVIM perfusion nlodel that uses pseudodiffusion to describe the incoherent 
flow in capil1ary and measures the volume fraction of capillary using a diffusion weightcd 
imaging techniquc. Finally, kinetic exchange methods are used to model tissue perfusion 
and a way is proposed for modifying Bloch equations taking into account flow, diffusion, 
and exchange between compartments. 
In Chapter 3 a model of MRI signal intensity that is a function of perfusion is 
developed based upon the assumption that biological tissue can be represented by a blood 
and tissue conlpartnlent The longitudinal magnetization is derived from thc Bloch 
equations which are nlodified to nl0deI the magnetization in both the blood and tissuc as a 
function of the following physiological parameters: blood flow velocity, perfusion 
fraction, diffusion, and rate of exchange between the blood and extravascular tissue 
compartments. SiInulations show that the signal intensity in the bJood and tissue 
compartments are modulated by the physiological parameters. A key factor in lhc 
modulation of the MRI signal by perfusion or exchange is a lime-of-flight effect whereby 
unexcited spins perfuse the excited region and exchange with blood and tissue 
compartments, thus immediately increasing the slice signal intensity but also delaying the 
spin exits from the slice, thereby decreasing their contribution to slice signed intensity in 
future repetitive pulse measurements. 
In Chapter 4, based upon the tissue perfusion model developed in Chapter 3, this 
model was further adapted for chromatography column phantoms containing Sephadex 
gels, which were used to simulate tissue perfusion and the exchange of protons between 
extravascular and intravascular tissue compartments. A three-compartnlent model was 
constructed including an immobile water compartment. Computer simulations of two-
compartnlent and three-compartment models (which extended the model of Chapter 3 to 
include transverse lnagnetization) were compared with experiments that used two 
chrOlnatography colunlns. One column contained a Sephadex G-25 gel that had a smaller 
pore size and a slower rate of exchange between extrabead and intrabead compartments 
than did a second colunln, which contained a G-50 gel with a larger pore size. In both 
coillInns the beads were of approximately the same size in order to silnulate the same ratio 
of intrabead volume to extrabead volUlne. Slice-selective spin-echo experinlents were 
perfornled with the columns oriented parallel to each other in a 1.5 T imager and paralJeJ 
to the magnetic field, with water flowing through each column perpendicular to the slice at 
varied mean flow velocities. The results of the experiments showed that the MRJ signal 
intensity in the perfused columns is a function of the rate of exchange between extrabead 
and intrabead compartInents. The simulations also showed that both two-compartnlent and 
three-conlpartment models could be used to fit the experimental data. 
In Chapter 5, we present studies of the magnetization transfer effect, a mechanislTI 
that causes coupling of differential equations between nlobile and inlnlobile water 
C0l11partnlents. The effect of magnetization transfer between free water and immobile 
water in tissue on MRI contrast was studied experimentally using dog kidney tissue. In 
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experinlents the saturation transfer method was applied to saturate spins in the inl1110bile 
watcr conlpartment such that it isolates parameters such as exchange rate constant and 
apparent relaxation times associated only with the free water not with imtTIobilc water and 
it silTIplified the model in which only one ditJerential equation corresponding to tissue 
compartrTIent is considered. We also investigated the potential possibility of using MRI to 
measure the exchange between extravascular and intravascular c0111partmcnts of 
endogenous protons during blood perfusion of biological tissue. 
Chapter 6 sumnlarizcs the work accomplished in this dissertation and discusses 
potential futurc work. 
CHAPTER 2 
PRINCIPLES OF NMR AND MR IMAGING 
2.1 Physics of NMR 
2.1.1 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance 
Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) is a phenomenon found in magnetic systeI11S 
that possess both magnetic moments and angular momentunl. In particular, a system such 
as a nucleus consists of nlany particles coupled together so that in any given state, the 
nucleus possesses a total magnetic monlent Jl and a total angular momentum J or spin. [1' 
the nucleus is placed in a magnetic field, through interactions with the nlagnetic field, hoth 
the total magnetic I110nlent and the total angular momentunl eventually will line up their 
axis with the applied field, so that we can write 
Jl = yJ (2.1 ) 
where y is the gyronlagnetic ratio. For different types of nuclei we should find that the 
value of y would vary, for example, y = 42.58 for HI and y = 10.71 MHz/Tesla for nC. 
From quantum nlechanics it is known that 
(2.2) 
where I;, is the component of spin operator along the z-direction that can have values of 
1/2 and 1/2 for proton, and h is Plank's constant. 
The application of a magnetic field Bo produces an interaction energy of the 
nucleus of amount 
E = -J1' Bo' 
Taking the field to be along the z -direction, thus 
Since proton only have two energy states corresponding to when 1: = 







Usually spins tend to stay at the lower energy state. If an alternating field is applied 
and spins transit from the lower to the higher energy state, the energy absorbed hy each 
spin has to be equal to the value at right side of Eq. (2.5). This condition is called 
resonance condition. When resonance condition is met spins will be excited and one 
should be ahle to detect the presence of such a set of energy levels by some form of 
spectral absorption when spins transit from the higher back to the lower energy level. The 
energy of the electrOlnagnetic radiation resulting from the transition between different 
energy levels is dependent of such an angular frequency ()) that 
(2.6) 
Considering Eqs. (2.5) and (2.6) are equal to each other under resonance condition, 
we find 
())o =yBo' (2.7) 
where ())o is called Larmor frequency. It is interesting to see that Plank's constant 
disappeared in Eq. (2.7), which gives us a hint that we might be able to use the classical 
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picture to observe the dynamical behavior of magnetic resonance. As we know now, the 
ahove hypothesis is valid. Therefore, we will use the classical treatnlent from now on to 
describe NMR. 
2.1.2 Bloch Equations 
2.1.2.1 Equation of Motion 
We begin our study with a classical description of the nlotion of a spin in an 
extcrnal nlagnetic ficld B , assuming the B may vary with time. A torquc on thc magnetic 
mOlnent ~. will be produced by B as J-l x B . The equation of motion of a spin can be 
established by equating the rate of change of angular monlcntum J with the torque (in 
vector form) as 
Since ~l = yJ, we yield 
dJ 
dt J-lxB. 
~~ = yJ-l x B. 











2. I Magnetization Relaxation Times 
When resonance condition is satisfied the absorption of the energy by the samples 
of protons is completed alnlost instantaneously. Whereas the loss of the energy or 
relaxation, as it is nanled, is not spontaneous. It occurs only when it is stimulated by local 
magnetic fields that have Larmor frequency components. Local nlagnetic fields produce 
these fields with Larmor frequency components within the molecules themselves, and they 
are nlodulated by nlolecular motion and structure. There are two types of nuclear 
relaxation that nlust be considered in NMR; both relaxations are thought of as first-order 
or exponential decay processes. 
Spin-Lattice Relaxation (T
J
): The first relaxation process is the loss of the excess 
energy resulting from the pulse to the surroundings (lattice) as thermal energy. Th is 
relaxation is called spin-spin relaxation and the time constant is called T, . If a 90° pulse 
was applied to a system of spins at their equilibrium state Mo' all spins will be flipped into 
transverse plane such that the longitudinal magnetization is zero. After the pulse the 
longitudinal nlagnetization will increase until it reach to Mo' The time constant Tl 
describes the rate of return of M_ rnagnetization, which as a function of time is 
M Moll - e -tiT, J . 
Spin-Spin Relaxation (T2 ): The second relaxation process is called the spin-spin 
relaxation or T2 relaxation, which can also be used to produce NMR signal contrast. 
AssUll1ing that all the protons are in phase following a 90 0 pulse, i.e., their spin vectors 
are parallel with each other in transverse plane. As time goes by, they interact with each 
other in such a way that they gradually get out of phase. In the process of protons getting 
out of phase, the net magnetization in the transverse plane decays by exp ( 
process differs fronl the T
J 
relaxation, where the return to equilibriUlll of the longitudinal 
magnetization is an energy effect. On the other hand, T2 describes the loss of phase 
coherence of the transverse components of spins induced by the excitation pulse. Since 
only the phase-coherent part of the transverse magnetization can produce a signal, the 
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value of T2 actually determines the decay of the detectable signal following a pulse. For 
water protons it is always true that T2 < T] . 








In the derivation of Eq. (2.12) we have used a stationary (laboratory) coordinate 
systelTI to describe the nlotion of magnetization. It is actually more convenient to use a 
rotational coordinate system to view the behavior of spins. It can be easy to show that the 
relationship between the first-order derivative of magnetization M (t) with respect to til1le 
in the laboratory frame and that in a frame, rotating about the z-axis with an angular 
velocity en = wk, is 
( ~M) + w x M .(] t rot (2.13) 
Substituting Eq. (2.12) into Eq. (2.13), we have 
aM M i' + 
= Y M x B err _ _ X __ -,-- (2.14) 
where BelT = B + en is the effective magnetic field viewed frOITI the rotating franle. Also, y 
the prilTIeS over the unit vectors indicate the unit vectors for rotating frame. As expected, if 
the B = Bok in laboratory frame, and the angular velocity of the rotating franle is chosen 
as ffi = -yB(l = wok the magnetization M (r, t) will no longer rotates about z-axis. 
FrOl1l now on Bloch equations llsed through entire studies will always be in the rotating 
frame with the angular velocity equals to Larnlor frequency. Also, for silnplicity, ordinary 
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derivative of nlagnetization will be used instead of partial derivative of it. 
2.1.3 The RF Excitation 
In order to receive the NMR signals an alternating field has to be employed. This is 
accomplished by the radiofrequency (RF) field HI ' which usually is chosen to be along 
the x axis in the rotating franle. It would be helpful to understand the effect of the 
alternating field used in Eq. (2.14). Assunling the titne duration for applying the 
alternating field is very short we can reasonably neglect relaxations. Since H I is pointing 
to x axis the motion of the magnetization would be a rotation about x axis at angular 
frequency "(H I . If the magnetization initially is in equilibrium along z axis it will renulin 
as a constant rotating in yz plane. The angle for magnetization rotating during the time of 
applying HI is called flip angle. It equals "(HI T when HI is a constant and the duration of 
an RF pulse is T. When HI varied with time the flip angle is 
T 
e = J "(HI (t)dt. 
o 
(2.15) 
Suppose the flip angle is 90 0 , we expect to see Inagnetization relaxing after the RF 
pUlse. The relaxation of nlagnetization in transverse plane produces NMR signal as a 
function of time 
(2.16 ) 
where * is effective transverse relaxation time. T2* usually is smaller than T2 due to 
the field inhomogeneity. This NMR signal is called free induction decay or FID signal. 
2.2 Principles of Magnetic Resonance Inlaging 
2.2. 1 Magnetic Field Gradients 
The MR ilnage is reconstructed from MRI signals that carry spatial information of 
the inlaged object. For encoding spatial information a static magnetic field has to be made 
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to vary in space. The uniform magnetic field gradients are con1monly used to achieve this 
goal. In this case, the main magnetic field consists of two parts as 
B = (Bo+G'r)k, (2.17) 
where G is a linear field gradient vector, and r is a spatial position vector. The 
conlponents of G: Gx ' Gv ' and G z are constants. At any position, fleld gradients wi 11 
produce a Lannor frequency difference by ~oo (r) = -y (G . r) . Therefore, the spatial 
position of a spin deternlines the precessing frequency. The frequency distribution falJs 
symmetrically about the Larn10r frequency 000 = yBo that corresponds to the precession 
frequency of the spin at the origin of the spatial coordinate frame. 
2.2.2 Two-Dimensional Fourier Transform (20FT) Inlaging 
There are several ways for MR imaging reconstruction depending upon how the 
signal was generated. The n10st cOlnmonly used one for two-din1ensional (20) i1naging is 
called 20 Fourier Transform or spin warp technique. Fig. 2.1 shows a typical pulse 
sequence for 20 il11aging using Fourier transformation for image reconstruction. Without 
showing the detail of derivation the iInaging equation is given by 
-2ni (xk + vk ) 
S (k
x
' k . ) = f M~ (x, y, 20, TE) e , . .\ dxdy, (2.18) 
in which we have defined M+ = Mxi + Myi to denote the transverse nlagnetizatioll, and 
k. = IfTt G . (1') dt' , 
.\ 1t 0 x 
(2.19) 
Y Tv 
-f . G , (t') dt' . 






















Fig. 2.l A 2DFT pulse sequence. 
readout 
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It is quite obvious that the image in spatial space can be obtained as the inverse 
Fourier transfornl of the measured signal in k -space. 
(2.2 j) 
2.2.2.1 The Slice Selection 
A 20 MR image reflects the properties (Mo' T 1 , and T2 ) of object froln a slice. 
RF pulse is then designed in away such that only the spins within the slice are excited. 
This is acconlpJished by applying a RF pulse in combination with a gradient pulse along 
the direction perpendicular to the inlaging slicexy. The rnost cOlnmonly used RF pulse 
has a sinc function shape to achieve a rectangular spectrunl in the frequency domain. 
During the tinle when a sinc RF pulse is on, a gradient pulse with an anlplitude of G ~ is 
also turned on that causes a precession frequency distribution symInetrically about the 
isocenter of the slice. The narrow bandwidth of the RF pulse nmkes sure that only those 
spins with the precession frequency within the bandwidth region satisfy the resonance 
condition and then can be excited. The slice thickness are determined by the bandwidth of 
the RF pulse as well as the amplitude of the slice selection gradient. Since the slice 
selection gradient can cause spins dephasing across the slice a rephasing gradient is 
required to avoid a signal loss. 
2.2.2.2 Gradients Encoding and k-space Mapping 
The spatial encoding of the image plane is achieved by frequency encoding and 
phase encoding. The frequency encoding is usually defined as the x direction, and a 
readout gradient G
x 
is turned on during the signal acquisition. The phase encoding 
provides the spatial information along the other (y) direction. Before the signal 
acquisition, a gradient Gy is turned on for a period of time Ty . For an image with a size of 
Nx x Ny, the pulse sequence should be perfornled repeatedly for Nv times. Every tinle the 
amplitude of Gy will change by an equal increment. 
J6 
k -space is a useful tool that is established as a 2D plane with the axies, kx and k,., 
normal to each other. Based upon the image equation showed in Eq. (2.] 8) and the pulse 
waveform in Fig. 2.1, the signals for each scan with a given phase encoding drawing one 
line in k -space. A complete scans lllap an area in k -space. 
2.2.2.3 A Spin Echo Pulse Sequence 
It has been known that spin dephasing arises from the interactions of 111agnetic 
moments with the magnetic fields produced by a variety of sources. However, besides the 
dipole-dipole interaction that causes T), T2 relaxations, the others including the 
inhonl0geneity of the field and chemical shift are reversible. Considering a situation when 
transverse magnetization dephases for a period of 1:, spin inversion occurs. After the 
second period of 1: spins should be in phase again. This phenonlenon is referred to as a 
"'spin echo." 
Fig. 2.2 shows a 2DFT spin echo imaging pulse sequence. It consists of a 90° 
pulse followed by a 180° pulse. The ] 80° pulse is applied at a time 1: after the initial 90° 
pulse. This 180 0 pulse is responsible for spin inversion in the transverse plane. At a time 
of 21: , also called echo time TE, signal is acquired. The advantage of the spin echo pulse 
sequence is that transverse signal at echo time is determined by T2 decay, instead of T2* 
decay. 
2.3 Flow Imaging and Time-or-Flight Effect (TOF) 
In most cases, the object to be imaged, such as the biological tissue, is considered 
as stationary. However, it is not always true, especially when we deal with the blood flow. 
The effect of flow or motion was actually observed early in studies of MRI. It was 
explained as being due to either the effects of washout of saturated or excited spins from 
the region being studied or phase shifts acquired due to nl0tion of excited spins along 
lnagnetic field gradients. It was soon proposed to use these effects to measure flow. [n this 






Fig. 2.2 A 20FT spin echo imaging pulse sequence. 
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the basic flow effects, i.e., tinle-of-flight effect (TOF). Although the phase shift effcct is 
also a vcry inlportant property used in tlow ilnaging techniques we will not discuss it in 
detail duc to its lack of connection with the current study. 
When flowing spins are moving with a constant velocity V, the derivative of 
magnetization M with respect to time t is 
tiM dM dMdx dMdy dMdZ 
tit = + dX dt + dt + dt = dM + (V. V)M. t (2.22) 
For simplicity, we assume that the flow velocity is along the z -direction. The Bloch 
equations in a case of no rf field can be rewritten as 
(2.23) 
= 
Mz-Mo _ vdMz.. 
Tl dz (2.24) 
Solving the Bloch equations one can obtain the solution for the transverse plane: 
-;rfG. (r+Vt)dt 
·e (2.25) 
It is quite clear that the nl0tion of spins under Inagnetic field gradients can produce a phase 
shift that further causes a phase dispersion of spins in the inlaging plane such that the MR 
signal is modulated by flow velocity. 
Another factor that can modulate MRI signal in amplitude is called the tinlc-of-
flight cffect, which is caused by the physical displacement of the spins during sllccessivc 
excitations. When spins are stationary, after several repetitive rf pulses, the rnagnetization 
will reach steady-state value depending upon the values of T\ and TR used for pulse 
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sequence. If the SpinS are 1110vlng along the slice selective direction some of those 
saturated spins will move out of the imaging slice during the time between the two 
adjacent excitations; and at the same time, son1e unexcited or fresh spins will now into the 
il11aging slice. This process can enhance the MRI signal in the slice. This phenomenon can 
be observed in spin echo images. 
The TOF n1ethod can also be used to modulate a image contrast by USing an 
inversion pulse before the image plane. In this way, the spins flowing into the slice cause a 
loss of signal in the slice. The MRI signal becomes more saturated cOlTIpared with that for 
the stationary spins. 
2.4 Diffusion Imaging 
Progress in MRI introduced a mapping capability of flow, both macroscopically 
and microscopically. The former, known as bulk coherent flow, is relatively well known 
now and has been widely used for various types of flow in1aging, such as the angiography 
by MOTSA. 17 The n1icroscopic incoherent molecular n10tion, the later type of the flow, 
has also been studied at the early stages of NMR development by Carr and Purcel1. 1x 
Stejskal and Tanner later developed a spin echo pulse sequence in con1bination with the 
incoherent l11otion sensitive gradients to measure n10lecular diffusion coefficients.ll) 
Diffusional l11otion of the molecules may be described by the probability 
P (ro I r, t) that a particle initially at position ro will have lTIoved to position r after a time 
interval f. In a system a particle freely diffusing, according to Fick's law, may be 
described by 
(2.26) 
where [) is the diffusion coefficient. Note that spatially this corresponds to a Guussain 
') 
distribution of squared standard deviation O"~ = 2Dt, which happens to equal the lllean 
square displacement along any single direction of a particle from its starting point. Using 
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this distribution one can further obtain the diffusion coefficient as a function of the rnean 
free path length of particles 1 , and the rnean velocity of a particles 11 
D = ,. v/6. (2.27) 
Now let us consider the equation of motion for magnetization of water protons. 
Assume that we take a cubic volUlue of water sample, hence the net change of 
magnetization with respect to time is 
dM 
= ·F, dt 






Suhstituting the right side of Eq. (2.29) into the Bloch equations we have a form nlodilied 
to account for diffusion 
dM 




Apparently, if the concentration of the water protons is the SaI11e at any point when 
gradient is zero, such as the case for bulk water, the diffusion will have no influence on the 
magnetization. However, if the gradient is not zero, diffusion will result in a signal 
attenuation in amplitude by a factor R . To solve the above modified Block equations one 
can find the solution for transverse magnetization is 
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+ -l1T2 -iy(G· r) l M e·e ·R o ' (2.32) 
where 
(2.33) 
It is interesting to see that diffusion affects only the amplitude of the signal, but not 
the net phase. This is simply because the phase change of any individual proton due to the 
concentration difference caused by gradient has a symmetrical distribution. Therefore, the 
phase changes should cancel each other within an entire sample. This Illakes it rnuch 
easier for us to rneasure the diffusion coefficient by designing a pulse sequence with time 
dependent gradient pulses. 
The pulse sequence typically used for diffusion Ineasurenlent consists of two rf 
pUlses. A 90° pulse begins the experiment; after a time interval t it is followed by a 180° 
pulse. A gradient pulse with arnplitude g and of duration 8 is applied between the two rf 
pulses. A second identical gradient pulse follows the 180 0 pulse. The time interval from 
the end of the first gradient pulse to the beginning of the second gradient pulse is ~. It has 
been shown that the signal attenuation due to diffusion for this pulse sequence is 19 
R = exp (-hD) , (2.34 ) 
In a simple diffusion rneasurement, we acqUIre the first signal So with 
h bo = O. The second signal S I is obtained with b = hI> O. The difTusion 
cnefiicient can then he calculated by 
D (2.35) 
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The diffusion we have discussed above is a sinlple case in which we actually 
assunled that particles diffuse isotropically. However, a few studies in biological tissue 
such as in brain have demonstrated that the water molecules are not free to diffuse in aU 
directions. For exanlple, in human brain, the D value of water in myelinated white mattcr 
is clearly direction dependent. 16 The origin of the direction-dcpendent diffusion rnay be 
related to the tissue structure in the myelinated white matter, which is characterized by 
nlicroscopic tracts. In this situation, the water molecules are free to diffuse along the long 
axial direction of the tracts, but the Inotion perpendicular to the long axis of the tracts is 
restricted to sonle extent for diffusion times relatively greater. Restricted diffusion is very 
complicated and sonletimes needs both special designed pulse sequence and hardware 
improvernents in order to investigate it, and it is beyond the goals of this study. So, in 
whole studies we will treat the diffusion as isotropic. 
2.5 IVIM Model for Perfusion Imaging 
In biological tissues, the nl0tions including 1110lecular diffusion or water and 
microcirculation of blood in the capiUary network (perfusion) are quite conlplex. Unlike 
the coherent motion of blood flow in big vessels, the nature of motions in tissue is 
incoherent. In the last section we have shown that diffusion due to pure randonl motion of 
molecules will cause attenuation only in the amplitude of the MRI signal. However, to 
study perfusion using MRI is much more difficult because perfusion will depend on the 
geometry of the capillary structure, blood velocity in the capillary, and the exchange 
between blood in the capillaries and tissues surround. Those paranleters usually are 
different not only voxel by voxel, but also within the voxel. Le Bihan developed a silnplc 
1110del to study intravoxel incoherent motion (IVIM) that occurs in each inlage voxeJ in 
MRl. 16 In this IVIMmodel it was assLllned that perfusion has a behavior silnilar to 
diffusion such that perfusion can be viewed as a pseudodiffusion. 
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2.5.1 Pseudodiffusion Model of Microcirculation 
Since a voxel consists of a large number of capillaries (5,700 per cubic n1illin1eter 
in the brain cortex20) we can assume blood flow changes capillary segments several times 
during a given tin1e. Movement of water then can be described by a randonl walk process, 
or diffusion. If we can further assume that the capillary network is random arranged, using 
a statistical approach for Brownian motion, microcirculation I110deled by diffusion can 
then be ascribed by a pseudodiffusion coefficient 
D* I· v16, (2.36) 
where is the mean capillary segnlent length, v is the mean blood velocity in the 
capillaries. The literature indicates that I and v are ~l m and 2.1 n1m/sec respectively, 
in the case of cat brain.21 It is then expected that a value for D* can be as high as 
2.0 x 10-4 cm 2 I sec, which is about 10 times greater than the diffusion coefficient [) of 
-5 2 
water (2.5 x 10 cm Isec). 
1n the presence of magnetic field gradients, if a given voxel contains spins nl0ving 
randolnly during the echo time of TE for a spin-echo (SE) sequence, a distribution of 
phase shifts will be generated synlmetrically about the in-phase direction. This loss of 
phase coherence in the transverse magnetization results only in an attenuation in 
atnplitude F, in addition to that caused by the relaxation, such that the signal at lhe 
tin1e of TE in the voxel is 
S(TE) = S(O)F'e (2.37) 
If the biologic tissue consists a volume fraction f of water in blood flowing in capillaries 
the attenuation tenn F should have two parts: one caused by water diffusion in tissue and 
the other caused by both water diffusion in blood and the pseudodiffusion becausc or 
watcr nl0ving in capillaries: 
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F = e-hD . [( I /) fe-hD*] , (2.38) 
where h is the gradient factor that depends only on the set of diffusion gradient pulses 
used particularly. Substituting Eq. (2.38) into Eq. (2.37), we obtain 
S (TE) = S (0) e -TEIT2 . e -hD . [( 1 /) -fe -bD*] . (2.39) 
According to the tnethod described in section 2.4 it is clear that the diffusion 
coeffIcient measured using Eq. (2.35) should be the apparent diffusion coefficient that 
contains the contributions fron1 the diffusion coefficient of water D, the pseudodiffusion 
coefficient of water tTIoving in capillaries D* , and the volume fraction r 
Notice that (2.39) is derived without the consideration of exchanges between 
blood and tissue. That means the assumption that exchanges between water inside 
capillaries and outside capillaries can be neglected has to be made. 
Separation of Diffusion and Perfusion Using MRI 
Three pulse sequences are used to generate diffusion/perfusion iJnaging. The first 
one is a standard spin-echo (SE) pulse sequence in which the effect of diffusion/perfusion 
on signal is negligeable. The second one is a SE pulse sequence, in addition to the regular 
readout gradients, with a pair of diffusion gradients in the readout direction which is 
symmetrical about the 1800 pulse. The third one is identical to the second one except that 
the aJnplitude of the diffusion gradient is greater. The signals from these experiments are 
denoted as So' S 1 ' and S2' respectively. 
From the last section we know that the apparent diffusion coefficient (ADe) can he 




where bo and blare the gradient factors defined in last section corresponding to the first 
and the second pulse sequence, respectively. 
For the first pulse sequence, we usually can neglect standard gradients in the slice 
selection, phase, and readout directions since their durations are very short such that the 
signal can be written as 
-TEIT, 
S(O)e ~. (2.41 ) 
For the second pulse sequence, suppose the additional pair of diffusion sensitive 
gradients added along the readout direction are long or strong enough so that 
lc-hJ)* « (] f), we hence neglect the term caused by pseudodiffusion. The signal frol11 
the second pulse sequence is then 
S (TE) 1 = S (0) e -biD . e (I -f) . (2.42) 
From Eqs. (2.40)-(2.42) ADC can be further expressed as 
(2.43) 
considering that in Inost cases l« I , we finally obtain 
(2.44) 
Notice that the attenuating term due to pseudodiffusion docs not appear in Eq. 
(2.44), which ilnplies that the capillary geometry is not needed. If the pseudodiffusion 
trcallnent on the capillary network is applicable it certainly simplifies the problem in hand. 
The signal for the third pulse sequence is sinlilar to Eq. (2.42) except that the hi 
value should be replaced by b2 . Take a logarithm of the ratio of S I to S2 and divided by 
h2 - b I ' thus obtaining 
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(2.45) 
Substituting Eqs. (2.44) and (2.45) back into Eq. (2.43), we are able to ca1culate 
the volume fraction of the capillary blood to tissue by 
f = I (2.46) 
2.5.3 Phantonl Studies and Results 
Experiments were performed with a 1.5T GE Signa imager. The slice thickness 
was I cnl with Image size of 256x256. The FOV was 24 cn12. The acquisitions used an SE 
pulse sequence in combination with a pair of diffusion sensitive gradients symmetrically 
about the 1800 pulse. TR was 1,000 ms and TE was 140 ms. The diffusion gradients were 
applied on the readout direction. The pulse duration 8 = 40 nlS with a ~ = 28 nlS gap. 
Bulk water and bottled acetone were chosen as phantonls. Phantom diffusion 
weighted images were obtained and the diffusion coefficients computed fronl the images 
are listed in Table 2.1. Conlparing them with the values fronl published literatures it was 
found that diffusion coefficient measurenlents agree with the results frOITI literature. 
2.5.4 Human Studies and Results 
The same pulse sequences were used to obtain hunlan brain inlages. 'rhe ADC, D, 
and l were ca1culated (Table 2.2). In normal brain, the ADC of grey matter was 
significantly higher than that of white matter. Conlparing the results for ADC with that 
from Le Bihan's results, ours are 5-10 times smaller. We also ca1culated the values for D 
and l whereas Le Bihan did not ca1culate thenl. It has been noticed that l has a negative 
value for both grey matter and white matter and it cannot be right since the capillary 
V01U111e fraction in biological tissue has to be a positive nUl1lber. 
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Table 2.1 Phant0J11 study results. The measurements of diffusion coeffIcient and flow 
volUlne fraction. 
Fluid D D (Literature) (x 10-9 m2/sec) -9 (x 10 m2/sec) 
Acetone 4.24 4.5-4.8 
Water 2.18 2.25-2.5l 
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Table Human study results. The Ineasuren1ents of diffusion coefficient, flow volun1e 
fraction, and apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC). 
Tissue type D f (%) ADC (x 10-9 m2/sec) 
Grey matter 1.7 -8.6 5.4 
White matter 0.99 -8.4 1.6 
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2.5.5 Discussion 
The IVIM model is a useful tool for diffusion measurement in vivo. However, a 
high field scanner with higher gradients might be needed to enhance the sensitivity of 
ditfusion and pseudodiffusion for correctly estinlating capillary volume fraction. As Le 
Bihan pointed out lo the model fails to take into account the exchange of protons between 
vascular and extravascular compartments. Therefore, the IVIM model cannot be Llsed to 
measure perfusion rate. We believe that a model taking into account the exchange of 
protons between vascular and extravascular compartments is necessary to measure 
perfusion in vivo using excited endogenous protons. 
2.6 Kinetic Exchange Perfusion Model 
The kinetic exchange nlethods have long been used to measure flow in physiology 
and nuclear Inedicine, especially the flow or perfusion across an organ.44-4H Based upon 
the discussions in previous sections of this chapter, it is easy to see how to incorporate 
tlow, diffusion, and kinetic exchange into the Bloch equations to develop a perfusion 
model. 
2.6.l Modified Bloch Equations for Perfusion Model 
Consider a tissue system with a flow of blood entering tissue at the exchange rate 




The transverse and longitudinal magnetization of tissue in a systenl of nlodified Bloch 
equations for flow, diffusion, and the exchanges between tissue and blood can be 
expressed as a function of time and position 




In a silllilar way, we can also write the modified Bloch equations for the blood 
compartment consisting of exchange tern1S. The volume differences of the exchange 
cornpartlllents must be considered in the derivation for mass conservation. The details of 
the derivation can be found in Chapter 3. 
2.6.2 Relationship of Exchange Rate and Perfusion 
Conventionally, perfusion is measured as a p in ml/g/sec. In the last section, we 
llsed an exchange rate K in sec-I to describe perfusion. It will be a logical question to ask 
what is the relationship between exchange rate and perfusion. In this section, we will 
derive an equation relating these two parameters. 
For sin1plicity, we consider only the exchange terms in Eq. (2.48) and on11t the 
subscript z in the following discussion. Suppose we have a tissue systen1 with exchange 
of magnetization between tissue (M) and blood (Mhlood) compartment. The kinetic 
equation for tissue magnetization can be written as 
dM 
= (2.49) dt 
If wc denote M' as magnetization per gram of tissue and M' as n1agnetization hlood 
pcr n1illiliter of blood, Eq. (2.49) can be rewritten as 
~M' = 
dt (
K . . I ml) 
KoutM' + I[} I g M' hlood . 
We now define perfusion as 
p = 
thus Eq. (2.51) becomes 






dt KoutM' + pM' hlood' 
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(2.52) 
When water is used as a perfusion tracer a simple assumption that water is freely 
diffusible is usually made, which means that M' hlood = M' lA, where A is the tissue to 
hlood partition coefficient for water defined as ( ml of water/g of tissue )/( 1111 of water/ml 
of blood ). Substituting M' = AM' blood into Eq. (2.52), we have 
d, K A ' , dtM = - out M blood + pM hlond' (2.53 ) 
Since the equation equals to zero at equilibrium, finally we obtain the relationship 
for perfusion and exchange rates at equilibriUln as 
p ml/g/sec. (2.54) 
Also, the relationship for partition coefficient and exchange rates at equiJihriutTI can he 
found as 





AN MRI PERFUSION MODEL INCORPORATING NONEQUILIB-
RIUM EXCHANGE BETWEEN VASCULAR AND 
EXTRAVASCULAR COMPARTMENTS 
© 1991 Pergamon Press pIc. Reprinted, with permission, from 
Magnetic Resonance Imaging, Vol. 9, pp. 39-52, 1991. 
3.1 Introduction 
A significant amount of interest has been shown In uSIng MRI to Ineasure 
perfusion,22-:n especially since MRI is able to probe the tissue without using contrast 
agents or ionizing radiation. Most of the techniques have been based upon nl0dels in 
which the MRI signal anlplitude is attenuated through the principle of diffusion. Here we 
use conlpartn1ent modeling techniques which have been utilized in other imaging 
Inodalities to nleasure perfusion and that incorporate the effects of exchange between 
intravascular and extravascular spaces. The modeling approach adds another dinlension in 
terms of measuring perfusion in that it nl0dels the n10dulation of the signal an1plitude hy 
tinle-of-flight effects of floW,34-36 diffusion, and exchange between vasculature and 
cxtravasculature spaces. A n10del that includes these time-of-flight effects in addition to 
phase dispersion due to flow and diffusion during gradient application, would be a more 
appropriate model of tissue perfusion. 
Diffusion, on which n10st of the present perfusion models are based, is a randonl 
effect characterized by a pure, incoherent motion, causing the average phase of the 
transverse magnetization of diffusing spins to be zero and creating a nonrecoverable 
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attenuation of the signal amplitude in the presence of a gradient. Early on the effect of 
diffusion on the spin-echo signal was recognized by Hahn,:)? studied in more detail by Carr 
and Purcell,18 and then later described mathematically by Torrey38 who modifIed the 
Bloch equations with the addition of diffusion tenns. Subsequently, Stejskal and Tanner l9 
were able to measure diffusion coefficients in liquids using strong gradient pulses added to 
a spin-echo sequence. Later the Bloch-Torrey equations were modified by Stejskal39 to 
include restricted diffusion which was studied experimentally by hinl and Tanner.4o 
Restricted diffusion was also studied both theoretically and experimentally by Packer41 for 
several difTerent pulse sequences. It was later found that restricted diffusion was an 
important effect in biological tissues, where diffusion coefficients are lower than in pure 
water, due to the viscosity and restricted diffusion effects attributed to the limitation of 
water displacement by microscopic obstacles.42 In all of this work, the attenuation of the 
spin echo signal for a diffusion process has become a well understood phenomenon. 
Some of the early work in diffusion imaging was reported by Taylor and Bushell,22 
Ahn et a1.,25 and Le Bihan et a1. 16 In Le Bihan's initial work, he proposed that the in vivo 
diffusion image is a map of intravoxel incoherent motions (lVIM) where the calculated 
diffusion coefficient is really an apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) incorporating the 
effects of all IVIMs, including molecular diffusion and the seemingly randonl 
arrangement of the microcirculation in tissue. 16 Le Bihan et al.30 later proposed a 
technique in which two images at two separate diffusion gradient values were obtained in 
addition to an image obtained using a zero diffusion gradient in order to separate signal 
attenuation due to molecular diffusion caused by perfused capillaries. Ahn et al:~7 
proposed a Jnethod for isolating perfusion from diffusion based upon the assumption that 
the perfusion fraction of the signal attenuation at the first echo signal will give an even 
echo enhancement. More recent work has built upon Le Bihan's model which nlore 
accurately evaluates perfusion by using the technique reported in ref. 25 where the signal 
attenuation is nleasured at several gradient anlplitudes and diffusion and perfusion values 
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are deternlined by least squares fitting to several measurements. However, these methods 
suffer from long imaging times; thus the images are susceptible to motion effects which 
dominate the perturbation of the signal. More recent work has developed techniques to 
obtain diffusion and perfusion data in a shorter imaging time. This has led to the 
application of steady-state free precision pulse sequences31 ,32,43 and echo planar inlaging 
techniques. :n 
Our approach is to develop a compartment nlodel that includes the exchange of 
protons between blood and extravascular compartments using first order kinetics. The 
ilnpetus for this is derived from the work in physiology44,45 and nuclear medicine4h-4Y 
where lllodels are tested using radioactive tracers in an indicator dilution technique. Also, 
our work has been nlotivated by the work of Harpen23 who first proposed the use of 
protons as an indicator for measuring tissue perfusion with MRI. Our model extends his 
work to include exchange between blood and extravascular conlpartnlents. The 
differences between tracer studies in nuclear medicine and kinetic studies in MRI using 
excited protons are that the former deals with scaler observables (counts/sec), and MRI 
deals with vector observables (longitudinal and transverse nlagnetization). In addition, 
NMR relaxation rates are nluch faster than tracer decay rates. 
Compartment modeling is not new to NMR applications but has been used to study 
biological processes in tissues primarily at the intracellular leve1.5o The exchange process 
between compartIllents has previously been described and represented mathematically by 
the Bloch-McConnell equations.51 The assumptions embodied in these equations arc 
sunl111arized in ref. 32 and several authors have discussed various inlplications of these 
assumptions. 52-57 Analytical solutions have been given for Bloch-McConnell equations for 
the CPMG sequencesS8 and for some other sequences with specific conditions,59 hut in 
many cases have to be solved nmllerically.58 
In this paper, the Bloch equations for the perfusion model are developed taking 
into account the flow, dispersion, and fluid exchange between capillaries and tissue. The 
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nl0del extends the Bloch-McConnell equations by adding flow and diffusion terms and 
applies it to an MR inlaging application. The equations are solved numerically for the 
longitudinal magnetization in a volume of tissue which is selectively excited. The 
longitudinal magnetization is followed as a function of titne as excited and nonexcited 
spins exchange between the blood and tissue compartments. A finite difference technique 
for solving the system of second order partial differential equations is derived and results 
frOIn conlputer simulations are presented. We demonstrate from the simulations that there 
is anlplitude modulation of the signal caused by the time-of-flight effect of flowing, 
diffusing, and exchanging spins between blood and tissue compartnlents. 
3.2 Perfusion Model 
The perfusion model is based upon the use of MRI to excite a slice of tissue shown 
in Fig. 3.1 and the assumption that perfusion of the tissue modulates the signal detected in 
the excited slice. The tissue is considered to be a network of capillaries surrounded by a 
tissue matrix. Blood enters the organ from the arterial side, permeates through the tissue 
lnatrix. As it perfuses through the capillary network, the blood diffuses through the 
capillary endothelium into the tissue consisting of cells and extracellular spaces. The 
perfused blood in the tissue chmnber also diffuses back into the vascular chamber and 
eventually exits at the venous side. 
It is assunled that the blood perfuses the tissue with a flow velocity W paralJel to 
the z. axis, and the tissue conlpartment has flow velocity equal to zero. The exchange of 
water andlor protons between the intravascular and extravascular spaces is described by 
the two conlpartment nlodel shown in Fig. 3.2. Water protons in the blood diffuse I11to the 
tissue compartrnent with a rate constant K) and water protons in the tissue reversibly 
diffuse into the vasculature compartment with a rate constant K 2 . The tissue cOlnpartment 
has a diffusion coefficient D representing primarily molecular diffusion; whereas, the 








Fig. 3.1 Network of capillaries surrounded by a tissue matrix. Using MRI a slice of tissue 
B is excited by an rf pulse. 









Cross-sectional area - A Blood 
Cross-sectional area - ATissuc 
Fig. 3.2 The selected slice in Fig. 3.1 is represented mathematically in Eqs. (3.5) and (3.6) 
as a two cOlllpartment model with exchange rate constants K I and K 2 . The tissue 
conlpartnlent which includes all extravascular spaces has a cross-sectional area At and the 
hlood cOlllpartment has a cross-sectional area A h . The factor P in Eqs. (3.5) and (3.6) is 
the ratio of these two cross sectional areas: P = Atl Ah . 
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incoherent motions including molecular diffusion and the seemingly random arrangerncnt 
of the Inicrocirculation in tissue. 16,:m 
In using MRI to measure perfusion, excited proton spins are used as the "tagged" 
ll1aterial. This means, for example, that the longitudinal nlagnetization Ml, (z, t) in the 
blood and lnz. (z, t) in the tissue are proportional to the concentration of excited spins at 
the point z and the time t. The excited spins are predominantly water protons which have 
an equilibrium nlagnetization Mo and mo in the blood and tissue compartments, 
respectively. When the tissue section is excited, the changes in the longitudinal 
Illagnetization for blood, Mz. (z, t) , and for tissue, mz (z, t) , are followed as a function of 
time and as a function of the point z along the slice selection axis. Notice that in MR, the 
"tagged" material is a vector with longitudinal and transverse magnetization which differs 
from isotope studies where the "tagged" tracer is a scaler quantity (9). However, in this 
paper we will study only the variation of the longitudinal nlagnetization with tinle. 
To develop the Bloch equations which describe the model, let us first consider only 
the exchange between the extravascular and intravascular compartnlents; that is, there isn't 
any How or dispersion. Also, we will investigate only the longitudinal magnetization. By 
conservation of matter, we have 
aM ant 
_ l,+~_ z 
at at 0, (3.1 ) 
where ~ is the ratio of the available cross-sectional area of tissue compartnlent to the 
available cross-sectional area of blood and is denoted by ~ = AllAh' Note, the cross-
sectional areas At and Ah are orthogonal to z and lie in the slice plane. The rate equation 
for the extravascular space is 
-K' ')<1> K'1<1> 
= ---'--m~ + --M~, 
At ~. At ~. 
(3.2) 
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where K'I ' K' 2 are the permeability coefficients for flux out of and into the capillary, 
respectively, and <1> is the surface area per unit length of the capillary. The parameters K'l ' 
K' 2 are in units of cm/sec. If we set K I = (K'l <1» / AI and K2 = (K' 2<1» / At' we see that 
the rate constants in and out of the extravascular con1partment are in units of per second 
per tissue cross-sectional area (A I)' Substituting Eq. (3.2) into Eq. (3.1), we can rewrite 
the system of differential equations for the exchange between the intravascular and 
extravascular cOlnpartments as 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
If we add the system of differential equations in Eqs. (3.3) and (3.4) to the Bloch 
equations with flow and diffusion ternls, we corne up with the following two second order 
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The model described by Eqs. (3.5) and (3.6) and illustrated in Fig. 3.2 is an 
extension of the Bloch-McConnell equations50,51 to include flow and diffusion and 
incorporates the principles of compartmentization on which the concurrent flow models 
for isotope tracer studies are based.44 ,45 Notice that we have assumed that Tl decay is the 
same in both vascular and extravascular compartments. 
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The factor ~ in Eg. (3.5) differs from the perfusion factor l in Le Bihan's work.:m 
The perfusion fraction l is the fractional blood volume of the total volunle Vtolal' The 
paranleter ~ (~ = Atl A h ) is the ratio of the cross-sectional areas of tissue and blood 
compartments and is defined so that mass is conserved. If we remenlber that the total 
volume is Vtota ! ~z (AI + A,) where ~z is the incremental slice thickness in z, it is 
easy to derive a relationship between perfusion factor f and the area cross-sectional ratio 
~:l= l/(l+~). 
3.3 Finite Difference Scheme 
A finite difference scheme is used to solve the systelll of partial ditlerential 
equations in Eqs. (3.5) and (3.6). The time and spatial domains are subdivided as shown in 
Fig. 3.3 by a net of a finite number of mesh points. The time t is the product of the nodal 
coordinate i and the grid spacing h. The integer i denotes the position of the node along t 
with i = 0 corresponding to t = O. The product jk denotes the location z, where j is the 
position of the node and k is the grid spacing for z. The variables Land N are used to 
denote the nunlber of nodes in the time and spatial domains, respectively. 
Finite difference expressions are derived using approximations of the partial 
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(3.7) 
there arc several ways to obtain a finite-difference expression. In our work, the parabolic 
partial differential equation 
2 
aM = D*d M 
at dZ 2 
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Fig. 3.3 The finite difference scheme in Eqs. (3.13) and (3.14) operates on a grid of mesh 
points in space and tilne. For M;: in Eq. (3.13), the value of M;: (= M in figure) at the next 
time point (i + I, j) is expressed explicitly in terms of M:::: at (i, j + 1), (i, j) , 
(i, j 1) and rn 
.c, 
In in figure) at (i, j) . This finite difference scheme is a single-step 
method. 
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(M·+ 1 · M .. )/h = D*(M .. I-2M .. +M .. ,)lk2 l ,./ l,./ l,./ + l,J l • ./- (3.9) 
and the partial derivative of M with respect to z is approximated by 
dM 
-::\ ;:::: (M .. I -M .. 1) / (2k) . oz l,J+ l,J CL 10) 
Using these approximations, we arrive at the following approximation for the differential 
equation in Eq. (3.7) 
(M. ,. M .. )/h = D*(M .. ,-2M .. +M .. ,)lk2 [+ . ./ l,./ l,J + l,J [ • ./ -
-W(M .. ]-M .. ])/(2k) 
t,J + t,J 
-KM (3.11) I., 
Because the approximation for dMzldz is of the same order as for d2 M_IdZ 2 , the 
approxinlation renlains 0 (h 2 + hk2 ) or 0 (h + k2 ) . If, instead, we had used 
dM;:::: (M 
dZ i.J + 1 (3.12) 
the result would be less accurate: 0 (h 2 + hk) or 0 (h + k) . 
Suhstituting the approximations in Eqs. (3.9) and (3.10) into Eqs. (3.5) and (3.6) 
gives the following system of difference equations: 
+ II r D* I k2 WI (2k) ] M ~,i,J + 1 
+ h [D* / k 2 + W I (2k) ] M z.i.j _ I 
(3.13 ) 
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Inz,i+ I,j = h [llh - 2Dlk2 K2 - I IT1] In;::,i,j 
(3.14) 
The symbols M~ .. and In~ , . are the longitudinal magnetization at the time t = ih and 
",l.j <.,l • ./ 
Z = 20 + )k for the blood and tissue compartments, respectively. Here we assume that Zo 
is the initial boundary location for 2. 
The con1putation procedure for Mz in Eq. (3.13) is diagramn1ed in Fig. 3.3. The 
value of M z at (i+ 1,)) is determined by the values of Mz at (i,j) , (i,)+ 1), and 
(i,) - I) as well as the value of m
z 
at (I,)) . So, the coupling terms [for example, In;:: in 
Eq. (3.13)] in the system of equations are handled by an explicit expression where the 
current value of each coupling term is used to compute the magnetization at the next time 
node. The finite difference equations specify a single-step method that lIses 
approximations at one previous time point to determine the value at the next point. 
Theoretically, a finite difference approximation should yield exact solutions as the 
grid sizes Iz and k approach zero. Because of ringdove errors in the computer, errors are 
committed as the explicit calculations are carried out. The n1anner in which these errors 
are amplified or dan1ped characterizes the stability property of the algorithm. An 
approxin1ation is said to be stable if the effect of any single fixed roundoff error is 
bounded. This error is independent of the number of mesh points and can be made 
arbitrarily small. The method we used is conditionally stable, which means there are 
restrictive bounds on the grid widths, hand k. Using the n1ethods in ref. 42, one can show 
that hand k should be chosen so that Dhl k2 < ~ (D here being the larger of D or D* ). 
4-
It is also important to maintain fixed boundary values both in front of and beyond 
the excited slice. Due to flow the excited magnetization profile could go beyond the 
preselected computational boundaries. Therefore, the width of the region of computation 
in z should be chosen sufficiently larger than the slice thickness. 
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3.4 Computer Simulations 
Simulations of slice profiles were performed for the two cOInpartment perfusion 
model for various values of area cross-sectional ratios ~ [~ = (1 f) If where l is the 
perfusion fraction defined by Le Bihan et a1.30] and rate constants Kl and K2 . From the 
slice profiles the total slice signal intensity was integrated so as to simulate the signal 
intensity expected fronl a slice-selective gradient refocusing pulse sequence. The purpose 
of the sirnulations was to evaluate the modulation of the longitudinal nlagnetization as a 
function of the physiological parameters: ~, Kl ' K 2 . 
The tissue is assumed to be perfused with a flow velocity of W = 0.8 cm/sec and 
a diffusion coefficient D 2.5 X 10-5 cm2/sec in tissue and D* = 2.0 x 10-4 cm2/sec in 
hlood. D corresponds to a diffusion coefficient of pure water at 40° C, and D* is the 
pseudodiffusion coefficient due to nlolecular diffusion and the pseudorandonl 
organization of the capillary network. 16,30 It is assumed that the tissue and blood 
cornpartments have the SaIne TI decay time of 0.5 seconds. 
3.4. J Slice Profile 
A 0.5 crn slice of tissue illustrated in Fig. 3.1 was excited with a 90° pulse and 
slice profiles were calculated numerically using the finite difference equations in Eqs. 
(3.13) and (3.14). The number of grid points L in time was chosen to be 50,000. This was 
to cover a time interval corresponding to a TR of 0.5 sec with a grid size h of I x 10-5 
sec. The grid size k in z was determined from k = (6h) 1/2 /8 = 0.0009682 cm. (Note, 
this satisfies the requirement that k> (2D* h) 1/2.) Sirnulations were perfornled on a 2.5 
en1 width of tissue so that with this grid size there were approximately N = 2582 grid 
points along the spatial coordinate z. 
The ~·angle-step nature of the algorithnl requires initial conditions for M -; and m z. at 
I = 0 or using the index i at i = O. In simulating the excitation of a 0.5 cnl slice, we 
assume the boundary conditions for the blood compartment are 
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= { 0 M~ (z, t) = M~ (z, 0) 
Mo 
-0.25 < z < 0.25 cm 
(3.15) 
otherwise , 
and the boundary conditions for the tissue compartment are 
-0.25 < z < 0.25 cm 
m~(z,t) (3.16) 
otherwise , 
The equilibrium 111agnetization In the blood compartment was chosen to have a 
normalized value Mo = ). The equilibrium Inagnetization in the tissue compartment Ino 
was deterrnined so that at equilibrium KI Mo = K2nlo-
In addition to the initial conditions, the finite difference equations in Eqs. (3.13) 
and (3. J 4) require the boundary values for M~, i, I' mz, i, -I and Mz, i, N + 1 ' ln~, i, N + J • The 
manner in which they are specified may affect the stability characteristics of the algorithm. 
The approach we used is as follows: M:z" i, -I = Ml" i, 0 = Mo; mz, i, -I = In z, i, () = nlo 
and M . N 1 = M . N; III . N 1 ~, I, + z, I, Z, t, + mZ., i, N for all i = 0, ], 2, ... , L. Substituting these 
into Eq. (3.13) and (3.14) give the following difference equations for Mz,i+ 1,) and 
m_ . + 1 . when i = 0: 
,., I ,.I 
(3.] 7) 
(3.18) 
and for M_ . + I . and n'l_ . + 1 . when.i = N : 
'''/ • ./ , .. 1 ,j 




Initially, slice profiles were calculated 0.1 seconds after the first, second, third, and 
tenth pulses of a repetitive 90° pulse with a TR of 0.5 sec. In the simulation the 90° pulse 
excited a 5 lnm slice between -0.25 cm to 0.25 cm. From the results shown in Fig. 3.4, it 
appears that an equilibrium is reached after three pulses. Therefore, in all the simulations 
the results were calculated after the third 90° pulse. 
Then slice profiles were calculated as a function of time at 0.1, 0.3, and 0.5 
seconds after the third 90° pulse and plotted for both the blood and tissue compartn1ents 
for various physiological parameters p, K\ ' K2 . Along the slice coordinate z (Fig. 3.1), 
three points at = -0.20 cm, z/J = 0.23 C111, and Zc = 0.35 cm were selected to plot 
the relaxation curves as a function of time. 
3.4.2 Total Slice Signal Intensity 
The total signal froin an excited slice of tissue is the sum of the signal contribution 
from the blood and tissue compartnlents and is proportional to the sunl of the 
111agnetization concentration in each compartment. The total magnetization concentration 
as a runct ion of z is 
M (magnetization/totoal volul11e) 
~:::AB 
= (blood magnetization concentration) ~:. (An + AT) 
~ZAB 
+ In (tissue 111agnetization concentration) ~:.(AB+AT) z (3.21 ) 
--~ r-.."....-.~-
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Fig. 3.4 Magnetization profiles for the blood compartment 0.1 seconds after the first, 
second, third, and tenth pulse. Note that very small differences are seen after the third 
pulse. The repetition time between the pulses is TR = 0.5 sec (P = 9; K I 1.0 ; 
K2 = 0.4 sec-I). 
= +-~-m . 
1+ P z 
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(3.22) 
The signal for the total slice is obtained by integrating the weighted magnetization in the 
hlood and tissue over the slice coordinate z: 
s (t) = I ~ ~J (M z + ~m,) dz. (3.23 ) 
In the simulations, the signal in Eg. (3.23) was calculated by numerically 
integrating the nlagnetization concentrations at t = 0.5 sec after the third 90° pulse across 
the selected slice from z = -0.25 cnl to z = 0.25 cm. Since the finite difference method 
gives values at grid spacing k = 0.0009682 cm for z, the integral was calculated by 
summing over 516 grid points within the 0.5 cm slice. 
The total slice signal intensity was calculated numerically (Appendix A) and 
plotted for various physiological parameters. First, K2 was fixed at K2 = 1.0 and the 
signal was plotted as a function of K
J 
for ~ = 0.5, 1.0,3.0,5.0,7.0,9.0. For each of the 
plots the signal was calculated at six K) values: OA, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, lA. Second, K 1 was 
t1xed at K I = 1.0 and the signal was plotted as a function of K2 for the same six values as 
previously plotted for K) and for ~ = 0.5, 1.0,3.0,5.0,7.0,9.0. Third, ~ was fixed at 9.0 
and the signal was plotted again as a function of K) for K2 =OA, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, lA. 
Then the third case was redone for a flow velocity W = 0. 
3.5 Results 
3.5.1 Slice Profile 
Slice profiles are shown in Figs. 3.5-3.8. Notice that the profiles in the blood do not 
simply shift to the right as would be expected if flowing spins were the only consideration. 
Instead, there is dynamic interchange between the blood and tissue of excited and 
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Fig. 3.5 Slice profiles (a) and relaxation curves (b) for the blood compartnlent, and slice 
profiles (c) and relaxation curves (d) for the tissue compartment. The plots are obtained 
from simulations where a 5-mm slice is excited between -0.25 cm to 0.25 cnl. Along the 
slice coordinate z in Fig. 3.1, three points at = -0.20 cm, zn = 0.23 em, and 
Zc = 0.35 cm are selected to plot the relaxation as a function of time in (b) and (d). The 
flow and diffusion values are W = 0.8 em/sec, D = 2.5 X 10-5 cm2/sec (tissue), 
[) = 2.0 x 10-4 cm2/sec (blood). The T] decay in the blood and tissue cOlnpartments is 
Ti 0.5 sec. The ratio of tissue to blood is ~ = 9 and the rate constants are K I = 1.0, 
K'1 = 0.4 see-I per tissue compartnlent cross-sectional area. 
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Fig. 3.6 Slice profiles and relaxation curves for blood and tissue compattments where P 9, 
K
J 
,K'l 1 . All other paprameters are the san1e as those 3.5. 
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Fig, 3.7 Slice profiles and relaxation curves for blood and tissue compartments where ~ = 0.5 
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Fig. 3.8 Slice profiles and relaxation curves for blood and tissue compartn1ents where ~ = 9, 




Looking at the profiles, three regions can be identified. In the first region in both 
the blood and tissue compartments, the magnetization concentration is relaxing faster than 
TI decay due to the increase in concentration of incoming unexcited spins that are at the 
equilibriull1 magnetization. However, the relaxation in the blood is not instantaneous as 
one would expect if no exchange had occurred between blood and tissue. In the central 
region of the slice, the fresh incoming spins have not penetrated and the spins in the blood 
and tissue will exchange at a rate that maintains equilibrium between the two 
con1partments. Here the magnetization in the blood and tissue will evolve back to 
equilibrium at a rate equal to Tl decay. In the third region, excited spins flow out of the 
slice. They exchange with tissue causing the excited spins to enter the tissue compartment 
and unexcited spins to enter the blood compartment at rates that rnaintain kinetic 
equilibriuI11. In this region, the rnagnetization in both blood and tissue compartments 
evolves sOlnewhat opposite in direction than that in the first region. 
From the figures, we also find that at the edges of the slice profiles and at the 
transitions between the regions within the slice, the curves are smooth with what appears 
to be continuous derivatives. This results directly from the effects of diffusion. In 
sin1ulations with diffusion coefficients of zero, sharp transitions with noncontinuolls 
derivatives were found at each transition region. Since diffusion is a relatively small effect 
compared to flow, it tends only to slTIooth the curves at the transition boundaries. 
Figure 3.5 shows slice profiles for ~ = 9, K\ = l.0, K2 = 0.4 sec-1 • Assuming 
that at equilibriun1 Kl Mo = K2mO and M 0 = 1.0 in blood, the equilibrium 
magnetization in the tissue is mo = 2.5 for this simulation. In the regions at the entrance 
to and exit from the slice (relative to the direction of flow), the blood profiles in Fig. 3.5(a) 
show bowing and inflections in the plot between the end points of the region. In these 
same regions, the tissue curves in Fig. 3.5(c) show a decay slightly faster than normal T ,. 
This is also exhibited in the plots labeled A and C in Figs. 3.5(b) and 3.5(d). The plots 
labeled B correspond to samples in the central regions of the profiles and exhibit T I 
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relaxation; whereas the plots labeled A and C correspond to samples in the regions at the 
front and the back of the slice profile and show a decay different from T, behavior. 
Figure 3.6 shows slice profiles for P 9, K) = 0.4, K2 = 1.0 sec-I with 
equilibrium 111agnetization Mo = 1.0 (blood) and 1no = 0.4 (tissue). Here the tissue to 
blood cross-sectional area is identical to that in Fig. 3.5 but the rate constants are just the 
reverse, giving an equilibrimn nlagnetization concentration in the tissue more than six 
times less. This means that as unexcited spins enter the slice through the blood, they will 
exchange with the tissue at a slower rate than that shown in Fig. 3.5. In cOlnparing the 
blood curves at the entrance to the slice, the blood curve in Fig. 3.6 appears more 
rectangular because of slower exchange with the tissue and faster relaxation than that in 
Fig. 3.5 (C0111pare plot A in Fig. 3.5(b) and 3.6(b).). Also, even though the rate of 
exchange between blood and tissue is lower than in Fig. 3.5, the tissue relaxation curve A 
in Fig. 3.6(d) shows a rnuch larger relative perturbation from normal T, decay than is seen 
in the tissue curves in Fig. 3.5(d). This is because the tissue rnagnetization concentration is 
six tinles less than the tissue concentration in Fig. 3.5, thus giving a relative larger 
perturbation. 
Figure 3.7 shows slice profiles for P = 0.5, K] 1.0, K2 = 0.4 sec-I with 
equilibrium magnetization Mo = 1.0 (blood) and mo = 2.5 (tissue). In this example, the 
rate constants are the same as in Fig. 3.5 but the blood compartment is double the size of 
the tissue compartlnent. This causes the incoming spins in the blood pool to be the 
dOlninant perturbing effect upon the blood slice profIle due to less exchange. In comparing 
the blood curve in Fig. 3.7(a) to those in Figs. 3.5(a) and 3.6(a), because the incol11ing 
spins exchange with a very small tissue comparttnent, the translated slice profiles appear 
more rectangular than in previous exanlples. However, one can still see small changes in 
the blood curve which are indicative of kinetie exchange. Also, notice that although flow 
of inconling unexcited spins causes the slice profile in the blood to shift, this does not 
occur for the tissue curves. Instead, the incoming spins exchange between the blood and 
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tissue perturbing normal TI decay within the regions at the entrance to and the exit from 
the slice. The tissue curve A in Fig. 3.7(d) shows a relative effect that exhibits a somewhat 
faster decay than that for the tissue curve A in Fig. 3.5(d), which is due to the sinaller 
tissue compartment. If the rate constants were reversed (i.e., K I = 0.4 and 
K'1 = 1.0 sec-I), one would observe less of a difference because of a smaller rate of 
exchange between the blood and tissue compartnlents. 
Finally, in Fig. 3.8, slice profiles are shown for ~ = 9, K 1 = 2.0, 
K2 = 5.0 sec-1 with equilibrium magnetization Mo = 1.0 (blood) and Ino = 0.4 
(tissue). This has the SaIne tissue to blood ratio ~ as that in Fig. 3.5 but the rate constants 
are considerably higher. The blood profiles appear to be less rectangular exhibiting more 
exchange between the unexcited spins flowing into the slice and those in the tissue. In the 
region at the entrance to the slice, the blood profiles in Fig. 3.8(a) show an almost linear 
plot between the end points of the region. In this same region, the tissue curves in Fig. 
3.8(c) show significant bowing and a significantly faster decay than normal Tl shown in 
Fig. 3.5(c). 
To summarize the results in Figs. 3.5 -3.8, we see that (l) For fixed K 1 and K 2 , 
large with respect to ~ corresponds to relatively rapid loss of spins from the blood 
compartnlent and buildup of spins in the tissue compartment. For fixed K I and K 2 , small 
with respect to ~ corresponds to relatively rapid build up of spins in the blood 
compar1Inent and loss of spins in the tissue compartment; (2) For a fixed ~, Kl < K2 
results in a relatively rapid buildup of spins in the vascular conlpartment; likewise, 
K2 < K I results in a relatively rapid buildup of spins in the tissue compartlnent. 
3.5.2 Total Slice Signal Intensity 
Figure 3.9 plots the total slice signal intensity (integral of the longitudinal 
nlagnetization between -0.25 and 0.25 cm) as a function of K I for various tissue to blood 
volume ratios ~. For these simulations, the K2 was fixed at 1.0. Recall that the tinle of the 
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Fig. 3.9 Total signal integrated across the slice [Eq. (3.23)] as a function of K 1 for 
different cross-sectional area ratio ~. K2 was fixed at 1.0 sec-I and the time of the 
integrated signal is at t = 0.5 sec after the third 90 0 pulse which was applied every 
TR=0.5 sec. All other parameters are the sanle as those in Fig. 3.5; in particular, the 
velocity is W = 0.8 cnl/sec. 
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0.5 sec. Notice that, as expected, the signal decreases as K I increases. Spins are more 
likely to be delayed in transit through the slice with increasing K 1 through the exchange 
process between blood and tissue compartments, thus increasing the saturation with 
repetitive 90° pulses. Also, notice that the curves decrease in amplitude as the tissue to 
hlood ratio increases. So, as P increases, there is a larger pool to delay spins in transit 
through the slice. Assuming that at equilibrium K 1 Mo = K2nlO' if Mo = I and K2 = I 
then K 1 = mo' Thus, the plots are also a function of increasing magnetization 
concentration in the tissue. 
Figure 3.10 plots the total slice signal intensity as a function of K2 for different 
cross-sectional area ratios p. Here K 1 is fixed at 1.0 sec-I. All other parallleters are the 
same as those in Fig. 3.9. In contrast to the results in Fig. 3.9, notice that the signal 
increases as K2 increases. This is to be expected, as it is nl0re likely that spins will be 
released from the tissue pool as K2 increases and allowed to exit the slice l110re readily. 
The spins in the slice will be less saturated with increasing K2 , as more unexcited spins 
replenish the tissue conlpartment. 
Figure 3.11 plots the total slice signal intensity as a function of K I for different 
values of K2 . The tissue to hlood cross-sectioned area ratio p was fixed at 9.0. All other 
parameters are the saIne as those in Figs. 3.9 and 3.10. Notice as in Fig. 3.9, the signal 
decreases as K 1 increases. The curves reflect that this decrease is a function of K 2; as K 2 
increases, the overall amplitude of the curves increase. At higher K2 , the spins are rnore 
readily released from the tissue pool so that they can exit the slice through the blood and 
be replenished by incoming unexcited spins. 
The simulations in Fig. 3.11 were redone for all the same paranleters except the 
flow velocity W was set at zero. The results in Fig. 3.12 show a flat curve with plots for 
different K2 values superimposed on each other. The results indicate that only perfused 
tissue can modulate the MRI signal. These simulations also verified the accuracy of the 
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Fig. 3.10 Total signal integrated across the slice as a function of K2 for different cross-
sectional area ratios ~. K 1 was fixed at 1.0 sec-I. All other parameters are the same as 
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Fig. 3.11 Total signal integrated aeross the sliee as a function of K 1 for different values of 
K 2 : (1) 0.4, (2) 0.6, (3) 0.8, (4) 1.0, (5) 1.2, (6) 1.4. The area ratio ~ is fixed at 9.0. All 
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Sirnulations of a tissue perfusion lnodel show that the MRI signal is modulated by 
the evolution of excited spins as they relax, flow in capillary networks, disperse in tissue 
and capillaries, and as exchange takes place between the vascular and tissue 
cOinpartnlents. The model is based upon the principles of indicator dilution where excited 
protons are used as the indicator or "tagged" material. The simulations indicate the 
nl0dulation of the MRI signal is dependent upon the perfusion of tissue by blood which 
causes a tinle-of-tlight effect as tissue is continuously excited by a selective rf pulse. 
The simulation of a gradient refocusing pulse sequence shows that the slice 
profiles, including the excited and surrounding regions (upstreanl and downstrealn), can 
be divided into three distinct regions: 
1) the unexcited, "fresh" spins entering the excited region have an evolution which 
is dOlllinated by K j , K2 and ~; 
2) the central region extending to the end of the excited region has an evolution 
which is T1 dominated; 
3) the tissue outside and downstremn of the excited region has an evolution which 
is dominated by K1 ' K2 , and ~ and evolves somewhat opposite to that in region I. 
The region profiles are nlodulated by spins flowing in capillaries through the 
excited slice, and the location of each region boundary depends upon the velocity of the 
spins. At the transition between the boundaries, the slice profiles are sI1100th due diffusion 
processes which exchange spins between the regions in both the tissue and blood 
COlnpartl11ents. The diffusion effects are subtle because the diffusion coefficient is several 
orders of magnitude less than the flow velocity. 
The total signal intensity (the integral of the longitudinal nlagnetization across the 
slice profile) is dominated by the flow velocity and the blood volume and depends less 
upon diffusion~ whereas, Le Bihan's method (10) depends more strongly upon intravoxel 
incoherent Inotion due to molecular diffusion and the random arrangement of the capillary 
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network. In Le Bihan's nl0del the signal modulation is aeconlplished by attenuating the 
transverse magnetization with the use of strong gradients that incoherently dephase 
diffusing spins. The attenuation of the transverse magnetization strongly depends upon the 
perfusion fraction l and the apparent diffusion coefficient D* which is a function of the 
arrangelllent of the capillaries. Simulations show that with strong diffusion gradients of 
0.34 G/cm an echo amplitude can vary more than 80% for D* ranging between 0 and 
2.0 x 10-4 C111 2/ sec; whereas, the total longitudinal magnetization varies less than 0.2%). 
Therefore, variations in D* have a significant effect upon the transverse 111agnetization, 
hut have very little effect upon the longitudinal magnetization signaL 
The important aspect of being able to extract rate constants K I and K 2' even 
though slice profiles can show clear functional variations, depends strongly upon the 
sensitivity of the longitudinal magnetization to rate constant perturbations. FrOIll the 
sinlulations, the longitudinal magnetization signal appears to be l110re sensitive to rate 
constant variations for large blood volumes. The simulations used values of ~ between 0.5 
- 9.0 which is equivalent to a blood volume of 10 - 670/0. The larger blood volumes were 
investigated in order to study the effects of edema. However, for tissue such as the hrain 
with blood volumes typically less than 100/0 (~ > 9 ), the signal modulation will he small as 
can be deduced from Figs. 3.10 and 3.11. It is expected the two compartment I110del 
presented here would be most useful for organs like the kidney where the blood volUIne is 
in the range of 20-25%.61 
Presently, work is eontinuing to develop nlethods for estimating the model 
parameters and to develop perfusion nl0dels which use the modulation of hoth the 
transverse and longitudinal magnetization to extract physiological paranleters. In 
particular, esti111ation techniques are being investigated where model parameters are 
deterrnined by least squares fitting to several MRI signal measurements which are 
ohtained by nl0difying pulse sequenee parameters. The eombination of flow and diffusion 
illlaging and the modeling of time-of-flight effeets may help in isolating and determining 
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flow and diffusion parameters~ thus making it easier to resolve perfusion fraction and rate 
constant paranleters through estimation techniques. 
Previous physiological studies45 have proposed that a three compartment model is 
rnore appropriate for water exchange between blood and tissue where the intracellular 
space is considered a separate compartnlent. In general~ compartments can be deflned by 
boundaries such as the separation of organelles by membranes or the separation between 
two or nlore 1110lecular populations. 51 Conlpartnlents are identified with quantities of a 
metabolite that show uniform and distinguishable kinetics of transformation or transport. 
NMR is useful in probing compartments because it is sensitive both to changes in the 
intracellular environnlent and to exchange effects. The degree of compartnlentation is a 
function of the instrunlent in that it depends upon the time~ spatial~ and contrast resolution 
or the nleasurement system. Considering the present development of MRI technology~ it is 
expected that the two compartment model is more appropriate to elicit in vivo 
physiological parameters. 
Because of the clinical need~ tests allowing noninvasive assessnlent of perfusion 
will continue to play an important role in clinical nledicine. MRI presents promise as a 
technique by which an imaging protocol could inlage perfusion without the use of contrast 
agents or ionizing radiation. 
CHAPTER 4 
A MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING VERIFICATION OF 
MULTICOMPARTMENT PERFUSION MODEL FOR A 
CHROMATOGRAPHY GEL PHANTOM 
4. I Introduction 
Experimental verifications 16,27,30-33 of magnetic resonance tissue perfusion nl0dels 
have proven that perfusion processes in biological tissue that modulate the MRI signal 
intensity are more complicated than elementary models of MRI signal intensity are able to 
1110del. Le Bihan 16,30-32 developed a clever approach to measuring tissue vascular 
perfusion fraction by assunling that the motion of blood in the random arrangenlents of 
capillaries would give a diffusion signature similar to that of molecular diffusion, wherein 
flow through capillaries would 111inlic the Brownian motion of protons, thus attenuating 
the MRI signal intensity. However, he pointed out l6 that the nlodel failed to take into 
account the exchange of protons between vascular and extravascular cOIllpartments. We 
have focused upon this aspect of tissue perfusion in an attenlpt to understand the effect on 
theMRI signal intensity of the exchange of excited protons between extravascular and 
intravascular conlpartments.62 A rTIodel developed for tissue perfusion62 is extended to 
model the exchange in chromatography columns, assuming that the exchange processes 
can be described by first-order kinetics similar to the approach used with indicator dilution 
theory, which utilize radioisotopes.44,45 It is anticipated that the observed nl0dulation of 
thcMRI signal due to exchange between extrabead and intrabead conlpartlnents will be 
similar to the perfusion effect in hiological tissue; however, the complexity of NMR 
makes the process of measuring perfusion processes, including exchange hetween 
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compartments, more complicated than that of indicator dilution techniques in PET6.1 and 
SPECT.64 
A two-compartment nlodel of MRI signal intensity62 was previously developed 
based upon the assumption that biological tissue can be represented by intravascular and 
extravascular compartments. The signal intensity was derived from nl0dified Bloch 
equations that include the physiological parameters of blood flow velocity, perfusion 
fraction, diffusion, and rate of exchange between blood and tissue compartments. The 
tllodel extended the Bloch-McConnell equations51 by adding flow and diffusion tefIllS. A 
key assUJllption was that the MRI signal is lTIodulated by a time-of-flight effect whereby 
unexcited spins perfuse into the excited region and exchange from blood to tissue 
compartments, thus inlmediately increasing the slice signal intensity. However, the 
cxchange of spins with extracapillary tissue delays the exit of spins fronl the slice, thereby 
decreasing their contribution to slice signal intensity in future repetitive pulse 
measuren1ents. This model also included the effects of pseudodiffusion of a random array 
of capillaries in addition to the time-of-flight effect caused by the exchange of protons 
between blood and tissue. Computer siIllulations showed that the exchange of protons 
between intravascular and extravascular compartn1ents could modulate the signal intensity 
in a slice- selective pulse sequence by as much as 20/0. 
For the work described in this paper chromatography columns were chosen as a 
phant0111 to verify experimentally the perfusion nlodel. A Sephadex 0-25 and a 0-50 gel 
were selected so that the gel particles were of the sanle size but with different pore sizes to 
sinlulate different exchange rates between extrabead and intrabead compartments. The 
sanle particle size was used so that the signal differences would not be a function of 
different compartment VOllllTIe sizes. It was initially anticipated that a lhree-conlpartment 
mode! that included exchange between, extrabead, intrabead, and immobile water 
compartn1ents would better represent the MRl signal intensity than our previously 
developed two-compartment model.62 The short relaxation times of the immobile water 
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compartll1ent donlinate the T1 and decay of the entire sanlple and it seenled that the 
rate of exchange between free and immobile water could also modulate the signaL The 
ilnnlobile water compartment is composed of both loosely and tightly bound water inside 
the gel beads. It was expected that any T1 and T2 differences between the G-25 and G-50 
gels would be due to the size difference of the tightly bound water component. 
In this paper the modeling of exchange processes in chronlatography colunlns is 
evaluated by using computer sinlulations and experinlents to conlpare two- and three-
cOInpartnlent nlodels. First a two-compartInent model is developed to model the exchange 
of protons between extrabead and intrabead compartments of a chromatography colulnn 
containing a Sephadex gel. The Bloch equations for the perfusion nlodel arc devclopcd, 
including longitudinal and transverse magnetization and taking into account now, 
diffusion, and fluid exchange between extrabead and intrabead compartnlents. Then the 
two-compartnlent 1110del is extended to a three-compartnlent nlodel with the addition of an 
imnlobile water compartment to model the exchange between free water and water bound 
to the gel matrix of the Sephadex beads. The two- and three-compartment models are 
applied to an MR inlaging application that uses a spin-echo pulse sequence. The Bloch 
equations of second-order partial differential equations are solved numerically, using a 
tinite difference technique to solve for the longitudinal and the transverse magnetization in 
a selectively excited slice of the gel phantom. The longitudinal and transverse 
magnetization is followed as a function of time to calculate the signal at the tinle of the 
echo. The sinlulation results of the two- and three-compartment models are compared with 
experimental results using two chronlatography gel columns, one containing a G-25 gel 
and the other containing a G-50 gel, of two different pore sizes but the saine intrabead to 
extrabead volunle ratio. 
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4.2 Theoretical Background 
4.2.1 Two-coinpartment Perfusion Model 
Our previous two-compartment perfusion model was based on the use of MRI to 
excite a slice of tissue.62 The excited tissue was considered to be a network of capillaries 
surrounded by a tissue nlatrix. Blood enters the slice frool the arterial side and permeates 
through the tissue matrix. As it perfuses through the capillary network, the blood diffuses 
through the capillary endothelium into the tissue (extravascular space), which consists of 
cells and extracellular spaces. The perfused fluid in the tissue compartnlent also diffuses 
back into the vascular compartnlent and eventually exits the slice as the blood drains into 
the venous system. The perfusion of the excited slice and exchange produce a lime-of-
flight effect that modulates the signal detected in the slice. Bloch equations were 
developed, which include flow in the blood compartment, diffusion in both blood and 
tissue compartments, and exchange between the blood and tissue compartments. 
A similar model was developed and evaluated for the chromatography gel 
phantoms shown in Fig. 4.1. The gel phantoms were used to simulate tissue, with the 
cxtrabead cOlllpartment corresponding to blood and the intrabead compartment 
corresponding to the extravascular tissue of the tissue two-compartment Inode!. The 
model includes flow, diffusion, and exchange between extrabead and intrabead 
compartlnents within the excited slice. It is assumed that the protons in the extrahead 
spaces perfuse through the excited slice with a flow velocity V parallel to the axis, and 
the intrabead compartnlent has a flow velocity equal to zero. The exchange of watcr and! 
or protons between the extrabead and intrabead compartnlent is described hy the two-
compartlncnt model shown in Fig. 4.2. Water protons in the extrabead compartment 
diffuse into the intrabead compartment with a rate constant K I ' and water protons in the 
intrahead compartment diffuse back into the extrabead compartnlcnt with a rate constant 






Fig. 4.1 ChroInatography columns packed with Sephadex gel beads. The selected slice is 
also illustrated. Sephadex G-25 and G-50 have the san1e bead size but different pore sizes. 








Cross sectional area - Aextra 
Cross sectional area - Aintra 
Fig. 4.2 The selected slice in Fig. 4.1 is represented here as a two-compartment model 
with exchange rate K I between extrabead and intrabead compartments and exchange rate 
K 2 between intrabead and extrabead compartn1ents. ~ is the ratio of the intrabead A inlra 
to extrabead A cross-sectional areas. D and D* are the diffusion coefficients in the 
eXlra 
intrabead and extrabead con1partments, respectively. 
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the intrabead compartment). The intrabead compartment has a diffusion coertlcient [), 
whereas the extrabead compartment has a pseudodiffusion coefficient D* . 
In using MRI to measure perfusion, excited proton spins are used as the "tagged" 
material. For exanlple, when a transaxial slice orthogonal to the 2 axis is excited, spins in 
the extrabead and intrabead compartments will be excited, producing a transverse 
111agnetization in both compartments. The excited spins are predolllinantly water protons, 
which have an equilibriunl magnetization M) () and M2() in the extrabead and intrabead 
COll1partments, respectively. After the excitation, the longitudinal magnetization and the 
transverse Inagnetization in extrabead and intrabead compartments can be followed as a 
function of time t and as a function of the position 2 along the slice selection axis. 
Using M 1;, (2, t) and M2 z. (2, t) to denote the longitudinal magnetization in the 
extrabead and intrabead conlpartment, and M 1 + (z, t) = M I x (z, t) + i . M) y (2, t) and 
M2+ (2, t) = M2x (2, t) + i . M2). (2, t) to denote the transverse magnetization in the 
extrabead and intrabead conlpartment, respectively, the following system of second-order 
partial differential equations are used to define the transverse and longitudinal 
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where y is the gyrolnagnetic ratio; ~ is the ratio of the intrabead volume to the extrabead 
volume, which is equivalent to the ratio of the available cross-sectional area of the 
intrabead compartlnent to the available cross-sectional area of extrabead compartment: 
~ (A intra . L1z.) / (Acxtra . L1z.) = A intra/ Acxtra; TI] and T2) are the spin-lattice 
relaxation tilnes in extrabead and intrabead compartments, respectively; and TI2 and T22 
are the spin-spin relaxation times in extrabead and intrabead cOJnpartments, respectively. 
A Inore detailed derivation of Eqs (4.1)-(4.4) can be found in our previous paper.62 
In MR the "tagged" material is a vector with longitudinal and transverse 
magnetization that differs from isotope studies where the "tagged" tracer is a scalar 
quantity. The model described by Eqs. (4.1 )-( 4.4) and illustrated in Fig. is an extension 
or the Bloch-McConnell equations51 to include flow and diffusion, and incorporates the 
principles of compartmentization on which the concurrent flow models for isotope tracer 
studies are based.44 The exchange between the intrabead and extrabead compartments can 
be thought of as an average diffusion. The model uses exchange rate constants K) and K 2 ' 
which are defined to be K) (kim) / A. f and K2 = (k"m) / A. t ,where k] and L, 
'Y 1Il ra L'Y lIZ ra "" 
are unidirectional permeability coefficients in units of cm/sec and <I> is the surface area per 
unit length of the extrabead passway. The permeability coefficient k I is proportional to an 
average diffusion coefficient D I : k) = D)/x, where D) (cn12/sec) is the average 
unidirectional diffusion across a membrane of thickness x. Note that in the two-
compartment perfusion n10del the system of differential equations includes a ditTusion 
ternl along the flow direction (the z. -axis) that is perpendicular to the slice, and includes an 
overall average diffusion in the exchange rate constants to lnodel exchange processes 
between cOInpartments occurring transaxial to the flow direction. A diffusion coefficient is 
included as a coefficient of the differential form wherein following changes in 
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concentration as a function of position is desired; an overall average diffusion coefficient 
incorporated into the exchange rate constant is used where it is not desired to differentiate 
spatial differences in concentration. 
4.2.2 Three-compartment Perfusion Model 
A model for the chromatography gel phantom was developed to include the 
binding of water protons to the gel matrix as an immobile water compartment. It is known 
that in tissue the ilnmobile water compartment can dominate the T [ and T 2 relaxation 
times within an entire voxe1.65 In fact, the addition of a third compartment to the two-
compartment model does not fully describe all species of protons because it does not 
differentiate between loosely bound and tightly bound water protons, which have very 
different relaxation tinles. We assunle that loosely bound and tightly bound water protons 
are considered together in the immobile water compartment. The three-conlpartment 
model described in this section and the two-compartnlent model described in the previous 
section were evaluated to determine which one better modeled the MRI signal intensity 
ohtained from experiments. 
The three-compartment model in Fig. 4.3 is described by Bloch equations with 
flow in extrabead cOlnpartnlent, diffusion in both extrabead and intrabead cOll1partments, 
and the exchange between extrabead, intrabead, and ilnmobile water cornpartll1ents. If we 
denote M\ (z, t) as the longitudinal magnetization and M 3 + (z, t) = M3 + i . M\, as 
the transverse magnetization in the immobile water C0111partnlent as a function of ti me t 
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Fig. 4.3 The selected slice in Fig. 4.1 is represented here as a three-compartment model 
with exchange rate KI between extrabead and intrabead conlpartments, exchange rate K2 
between intrabead and extrabead conlpartments, exchange rate Kl between extrabead and 
imnl0bile water compartlnents, exchange rate K4 between ilnmobile water and extrabead 
C0J11partnlents, exchange rate Ks between intrabead and imnl0bile water compartments, 
and exchange rate K6 between imnl0bile water and intrabead compartments. ~ is the ratio 
of the intrabead to extrabead cross-sectional areas and ~ I is the ratio of the intrabead to 
gel matrix cross-sectional areas. 
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where Ki are the exchange rate constants (nornlalized to the intrabead cross-sectional 
area) between the various compartments; K 1 is the rate of exchange of water protons from 
the extrabead into the intrabead conlpartnlent, K 2 is the rate of exchange of water protons 
from the intrabead into the extrabead compartment, K3 is the rate of exchange of water 
protons from the extrabead into the imnl0bile water compartment, K4 is the rate of 
exchange of water protons from the imnl0bile water into the extrabead cOlnpartnlent, K 5 
is the rate of exchange of water protons from the intrabead into the immobile water 
compartInent, and K6 is the rate of exchange of water protons from the immobile water 
into the intrahead compartment. D and D* are diffusion coefficients in the intrabead and 
extrabead compartments, respectively. The ratio of the intrabead volUlne to the extrabead 
volUlne is denoted by ~ (A . ~7) / (A .£\7) = A/A where A and intra ... · extra ... · intra extra ' intra 
Acxtra are the cross-sectional areas for the intra- and extrabead cOlnpartment, respectively. 
The ratio of the intrabead volume to the immobile water volume is denoted by 
~ I (A ill1ra · £\z.) I (Aimmobile . £\z) = A inlra / A immobile ' where Aimmohilc is the cross-
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sectional area for the ilumobile water compartment. 
The choice of the rate constants was determined such that at equilibrium 
K1 M1 o = K2 M2o, K3M1o = K4 M\), and KSM20 = K6M\) are valid. Because the 
Inagnitude of Illagnetization at equilibriunl is virtually proportional to the nUinber of 
protons per unit volume in a particular compartment, M1o' M2o, and M\) actually are 
proportional to each respective compartment volume fraction. 
4.3 Methods 
4.3.1 Computer Simulations for the Two-compartnlent Model 
Sinlulations were performed for the two-compartment perfusion model to evaluate 
the modulation of the MRI signal as a function of the exchange rate hetween extrabead 
and intrabead compartments. In all sinlulations we assumed the application of a perfect 
rectangular slice selective 90 0
x 
rf pulse with no phase dispersion over a 0.3 cm slice. 
Slice profiles of the transverse and longitudinal magnetization were calculated 
numerically using finite difference equations (Appendix A)07 
The single-step nature of the finite difference algorithnl requires initial conditions 
for MI z (z, t) , and M\ (z, t) , Ml + (z, t) , and M2+ (z, t) at t = o. In SiIl1ulating the 
excitation of a 0.3 cnl slice, we assumed the boundary conditions for the extrabead 
conlpartment were 
o -0.15 < z < O.15cm { (4.11 ) 
-0. 15 < z < o. 15 C I1'l 
( 4.12) 
o otherwise , 
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and the boundary conditions for the intrabead compartnlent were 
{ 0 -0.15 < 2 < 0.15cm M2z. (2, 1=0) = 
M2() otherwise , 
( 4.13) 
{ M20 -0. IS < 2 < 0.15 C 111 M'\, (2,1=0) = (4.14) 
0 otherwise 
The equilibrium magnetization in the extrabead and intrabead compartments were chosen 
to have a value equal to its fractional volume contribution of the total equilibriulTI 
magnetization of 0.9: M\) = 0.91 ( I +~) = 0.393, where ~ = 1.28 and 
M20 = 0.507. The value of 0.9 is the fraction of water protons contributing to the MRI 
signal. It was assumed that the gel matrix made up 10% of the total volume and did not 
contrihute to the signal. Simulations were performed for K I = 0, I, 2, 3 sec-i. In order to 
satisfy the equilihrium condition KIM! 0 = K2M2o' K2 was set to K2 = Kll M(\I M~). 
After excitation the evolution of the nlagnetization as a function of time was 
calculated in the slice and also in adjacent regions. The number of grid points L in tinle 
was chosen to he 40,000. This covered a time interval corresponding to a TR of 0.4 sec 
with a grid size h = I X 10-5 sec. The grid size k in z was determined from 
k = (6h) 1/2 /8 0.0009682 cm .60.62 Simulations were perfonned so as to represent 
a 0.7 cnl segment length of the gel phantonl so that with this grid size there were 
approximately N = 723 grid points along the spatial coordinate z. 
Ii. 
The spins in the extrahead compartment relaxed with T 1 and T 2 relaxatlon 
') 
times of hoth equal to 2.0 s, sinlulating that of tap water. The spin relaxation time r I in 
the intrabead compartment was calculated to he equal to 390 ms using the expression: 
IITl = II IT!l + ~/ 1 )1 ( I + ~) . Similarly i 2 was calculated to be equal to 32 ms. 
These were calculated assuming ~ = 1.28 and assuming a T J = 0.604 sec and 
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T2 = 0.057 sec for the entire saI11ple, which corresponds to measurenlents of the G-25 
in Table 4.1. Using the initial conditions [Eqs. (4.11 )-(4.14 )], the finite difference 
method7 was used to solve Eqs. (4.2) and (4.4) for the profile of the longitudinal 
111agnetization at a tiIlle, TR, of 0.4 s, where upon the next 90 0
x 
rf pulse was applied. This 
cycle was repeated three times. (Further repetitions yielded negligible changes in the 
magnetization profile.) After the 4th 90 0
x 
rf pulse the finite difference technique was used 
to solve Eqs. (4.1) and (4.3) for the transverse nlagnetization as a function of tinlC and 
position across the slice, from which a slice profile of signal intensity was calculated at the 
tinlc of the echo TE= 15 ms later. This gave a map of the signal intensity across the slice at 
the time of the echo after the fourth perfect rectangular slice selective 90° rf pulse. In our 
previous papcr62 we showed that the longitudinal magnetization reaches a steady state 
approximately after three repetitions of a 90° pulse for a T] of 0.5 s and a TR of 0.5 s. 
A pseudodiffusion coefficient was calculated for the extrabead compartment based 
upon a statistical approach that describes Brownian motion as a series of random 
molecular junlps.30 The pseudodiffusion coefficient D* can be described as 
D* = v-:-t/6, where i is the Illean length of the junlps and v is the mean proton velocity. 
In the MRI experiments each chromatography colUI11n was perfused with a flow velocity 
V of anywhere between 0 to 0.6 mnllsec. If we assume that the nlean dianleter of the 
swelled bead is 100 Jlnz and the velocity is as high as 0.6 mm/sec, we can expect a value 
for D* as high as 1.0 x 10-4 Cl11 2 / sec in the extrabead compartment. Therefore, a value 
of D* = 1.0 x 10-4 cn12/ sec was chosen for the extrabead compartment, which is four 
timcsgreaterthan that of pure water at 40°C: D = x 10-5 cm 2/sec. The value for 
pure water was chosen for the diffusion coefficient in the intrabead conlpartnlent. 
The total signal frol11 an excited slice of the gel phantonl is the sunl or the signal 
contributions from the extrabead and intrabead compartments, and is proportional to the 
SlIm of the transverse magnetization in each compartnlent at the time of the lneasurenlenl. 
The total magnetization in the transverse plane as a function of z is the weighted sum of 
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'rable 4.1 Relaxation tiIne n1easurements for Sephadex gel phantoms 0-25, and 0-50. An 
inversion recovery pulse sequence was used to measure T) and the results were calculated 
by linear fltting the logarithm of the signals for varied TI. T2 was calculated using a spin-
echo pulse sequence for different TE. 
Sephadex gel T) (ms) T2 (ms) 
0-25 603.57±3.38 56.97 ± 1.84 
0-50 637.11 ± 2.65 455.20 ± 5.77 
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the transverse magnetization in the extrabead compartment and the transverse 
magnetization in the intrabead compartment: 
M+ (z., t) = 
l\7(A +A. ) 
... , extra Intra 
l\zA intra (extrabead) + -------




The total signal fronl the entire slice is obtained by integrating the magnetization 
contribution fr0l11 the extrabead and intrabead compartnlents over the slice coordinate z : 
(4.16) 
For the two-compartment model we assumed ~ = 1.28. The signal was calculated by 
integrating ii'om -0.15 cnl to O. J 5 cm at t = TE = 15 Ins after the fourth 90° pulse. Since 
the finite difference olethod gives values at grid spacing k = 0.009682 COl for z., the 
integral was calculated by sUInming over 310 grid points within the 0.3 cm slice. 
In general the total MRI signal intensity is a function of flow velocity V, diffusion 
coefficients [) and D* , volume ratios ~ and ~ I ' and exchange rate constants Kj' as well 
as Mo' T, ' T2 for each compartnlent, the time of echo TE, and the repetition time TR: 
( 4.17) 
where i is compartment index and j is exchange rate constant index. At zero velocity V() 
Eq. (4. I 7) becomes 
Sv (TE) = F( 0, D, D*, ~, ~I' K, M i O, Til, T i 2, TR, TE ). o , .I (4.18) 
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In our computer simulations, the logarithnl of the ratio of S v (TE) to S Vo (TE) was 
evaluated and plotted as a function of flow velocity V: 
( 
Sv(TE) J 
In S (TE) 
Vo 
f{ V, D, D*, P, PI' K, M iO, Til, T ;2, TR, TE) 
= In .!. . 
F 0, D, D*, ~, ~1' K., M iO, T l), T i2, TR, TE 
J 
These results were plotted as a function of flow velocity from 0 to 0.6 mm/sec. 
4.3.2 Computer Simulations for the Three-compartment Model 
(4.19) 
Sinlulations were performed for the three-coInpartment 11lodel. The same slice-
selective 90° pulse sequence used in the previous section was simulated, giving a 0.3 cm 
slice. Keeping the diffusion coefficients and the TE the same as those used for the two-
compartment model, the slice profiles of the MRI signal were calculated nU111erically 
lIsing the same flnite difference approach (Appendix B). The boundary conditions for 
eXlrabead and intrabead compartments were the sanle as Eqs. (4.11 )-(4.14), and the 
boundary conditions for the immobile water compartment were 
{ 0 -0.15 < z < O. 15 em M\ (z, t=O) = 
M3 0 otherwise , 
( 4.20) 
{ M3 -0.15 <z<0.15crn 0 MJ), (z, t=O) = (4.21 ) 
0 otherwise 
The total signal from the slice was calculated by integrating across the slice the 
transverse nlagnetization contribution from each compartment: 
(4.22) 
8) 
In the simulations the integration was performed from -0.15 cm to 0.15 cm at the time of 
the echo (TE= 15 ms) after the fourth 90 0 pulse. 
For the three-compartment model, the normalized signal intensity 
lIn (S~ATE)ISvo(TE» J was plotted as a function of flow for various values of K\ ' Ks' 
and the physical intrabead to extrabead volUlne ratio ~physica\' Also, simulations were 
perfonned to evaluate the effect of slice thickness. 
4.3.2.1 Determination of the VolUlne Fractions 
The Sephadex G-25 and G-50 gel phantoms were selected so that the physical 
intrabead to extrabead volume ratio ~physica\ were the same but each gel had a different 
pore size to sirnulate different exchange rates. In these simulations it was assurncd that 
each gel had four physical regions as illustrated in Fig. 4.4, such that the summation of the 
four volume fractions equaled to 1: 
f' + f', + f: b't + f' , extra . mtra . IlTImO 1 C . matrix 1 , (4.23) 
where f~xtra is the extrabead free-water volunle fraction, fintra is the intrabead free-water 
volU111e fraction, r I '/ is the intrabead inlmobile water volume fraction, and ( t' is 
, 111l1llO)[ e ' ma fiX 
the gel matrix volunle fraction. It was assumed that the extrabead free-watcr fraction was 
the sanle as the physical extrabead volume fraction~ whercas it was assumed that the 
inside of the bead was composed of an intrabead frce-water compartment and an intrabead 
immobile water compartnlent. Therefore, ~ defined as the ratio of intrabead free-water 
volume to the extrabead water volume differed fronl ~physical . 
The ratio ~ 1 of intrabead free-water volume to inlmobile water volumc can be 
expressed in tcrms of ~physica[ and ~. Assuming that the gel matrix makes up 10(1£) of the 
total volunlc (fmatrix = 0.1), ~l can be deternlincd froln Eq. (4.23) by setting 
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PI = f' 
, immobile 
Pfextra 
0.9 f~xtra ( 1 + P physical - P , 




1 + Pphysical 
4.3.2.2 Determination of Equilibrium Magnetizations 
If we aSSUlne that the total nlagnetization is equal to the summation of the volume 
fractions for the three-C0111partments containing water: 
Mo = f~xtra +fintra +fimmobile = 0.9, (4.26) 
the equilibriunl magnetization for each compartment can be assigned a value equal to its 
VO]Ulne fraction. Therefore, using Eg. (4.25) produces 
M I - f' () - . extra = 0.9 (4.27) 
I + Pphysical . 
Likewise, using P = fintral.f~xtra produces 
fintra = 
O.9p (4.28) 
1 + P physical . 
To calculate the eguiIibriunl magnetization M3 () for the immobile water compartment, 
substituting the results in Egs. (4.27) and (4.28) into Eq. (4.26) gives 
M3 - f' = 0.9( 1 _ ( I + P) ), 
o - . immobIle 1 f~ 
'. + Pphysical 
(4.29) 
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4.3.2.3 Determination of Exchange Rate Constants 
In the si111ulations the exchange rate constants K 1 ' K 3 , and K 5 were allowed to 
vary. The exchange rate constants K2 , K4 , and K6 were detennined in tenns of K, ' K3 , 
K 5' P physical' and P by satisfying the equilibrium conditions KIM 10 
') , 
M""o 
2 K5 M () 
M3 () 




In 111agnetization transfer experiments performed on the chromatography coJU111nS, 
K 3 or K 5 could not be measured, implying that K3 and K 5 had to be significantly greater 
than 1 IT} for water. Therefore, the value of Ks was always chosen in the simulations to 
be greater than ] I T I for water. 
4.3.2.4 Detennination of Relaxation Times 
Using the fast-exchange model of Zimmerman and Brittin (wherein the exchange 
of protons between the conlpartments is fast relative to relaxation, i.e., a proton can easily 
reach any C0111partolent and relax in anyone of them), the T I relaxation time for the entire 
sample j~ 
0.9 .f~xtra f~ntra fimmobilc 
= --+--+---
TI TIl T31 
(4.33 ) 
Assuming TIl = T21' Eq. (4.33) can be written as 
Solving for Til gIves 
0.9 f~xtra +fintra fimmobile 
= + 1 
T1 I Tl 
0.9 -.f~xtra ( 1 + P) 
0.9 fextra (1 + P) , 
TI 
where (XI fa is given in Eq. (4.25), Similarly, 
0.9 .f~xtra ( 1 + P) 
0.9 f~xtra ( I + 





The TI I' T12' PI' and T22 relaxation times in both the extrabead and the 
intrabead compartlnents were chosen to be 2.0 s, equal to that of tap water. To simulate the 
chromatography columns with Sephadex G-25 and G-50 gels, the Til and Ti2 relaxation 
tinles in the imnl0bile water compartment were calculated from Eqs. (4.35) and (4.36) 
using T1 and T2 measurements of the entire sanlple given in Table 4. I. 
4.3.3 Chronlatography Gel Phantonl Experinlents 
A gel-type phantom was chosen to study perfusion processes silnilar to those that 
might occur in tissue. It has been shown that gels can be used to simulate the Tl and T2 
properties of tissue.66 Different gels that have been studied include acrylanlide,67,6K 
hydrogel,6() and agarose.69-71 Dextran Sephadex gels were selected for our study rather 
than those mentioned because two gels (G-25 and G-50) with the same bead size hut 
di fTerent pore sizes could be selected in order to study, independent of bead size, the effect 
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of difTerent exchange rates between extrabead and intrabead cOlnpartments on the MRI 
signal. 
A dextran Sephadex gel is a polysaccharide composition, built from glucose 
residues.n ,7] The dextran is cross-linked to fonn a three-dimensional network of 
polysaccharide chains. When in solvent, the three-dimensional network swells into gel 
beads. The polysaccharide chains can be cross-linked with different size pores, providing 
different pern1eabilities for chromatography applications. 
In the phanton1 experiments a Sephadex G-25 gel was packed in one colun1n and a 
G-50 gel was packed in the other. The G-50 gel has almost twice the pore size of the G-25 
gel. The bead diameters and the ratio of intrabead to extrabead volume are the same. 
Measuren1ents of MRI signal intensity as a function of the rate of exchange between 
extrabead and intrabead cOinpartlnents were made using these two gels. 
4.3.3.1 Preparation of the Gel Chromatography Column 
Before packing the columns, Sephadex G-25 and G-50 gels were swollen in two 
beakers froln dry storage form using water as a solvent. Best results were obtained using a 
hot water balh solvent. Sephadex G-25 has a bed volume of 2.5 ml/gram and G-50 has a 
bed volume of 5.n ml/gram of Sephadex.n The gels were swollen for 10 hours. 
For packing, the columns were first placed in an upright position. Water was 
injected onto the filter secured to the botton1 cap of the chromatography column to remove 
any air trapped in the filter. Then the bottom cap was secured to the chromatography 
column. Water was passed through the column to check for any air blockage in the filter. 
Then excess water was decanted from the swollen gels in each beaker so that 
approximately 70 percent of gel remained. Gel and water were gently stirred to give a 
uniform rnixture. 
With the bottom valve open to allow flow. a third of the chromatography column 
was filled With water. Then the gel mixture was poured along a glass rod into the column. 
The gel was poured uniformly so as not to trap air bubbles. As the gel was packed, three 
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regions in the column could be seen: a bottom layer of packed gel, above that a layer of 
gel and excess water, and above that pure water. The bottonl packed layer increased up the 
column as the gel in the middle layer settled. The bottom packed layer was not disturbed. 
The column was gently tapped along the outside as the gel settled. Once the gel settled, 
water was passed through the column to stabilize the packing. 
4.3.3.2 Measuring the Physical Volume Ratio ~phYSical 
For each packed column the total volume (vlolal) was found from the equation 
VIOla I = rrr2[, wherein the radius of the column r was known (1.6 cnl) and the height of 
the packed gel [ was measured. The volume outside the gel (v 1'1) was found hy 
...., 011 su e 
chromatography of a sample of Blue Dextran. The water that carried the Blue Dextran 
through the packing corresponds exactly to the liquid volulne between the particles. Blue 
Dextran has a high l110lecular weight so it will not flow into the gel bead, but rernains in 
the water outside as it flows through the packed gel. The volume inside the gel bead 
( V illside ) was cornputed according to the following equation: 73 
(4.37) 
where Sr is the water regain, which is defined as the graIns of water taken up by 1 granl0f 
gel during swelling. The values of S r were obtained from Reference 73: for Sephadex G-
25, Sr 2.5, and for Sephadex G-50, S r = 5.0. The density of the gel in its swollen state 
is d 1.13 glml for G-25 and d = 1.07 g/nll for G-50. The density of water p is 1.0 
g/ml. 
From the measurement results of voulside and v inside we calculated 
r~ h . I = v . I / v (' I . The reference values 73 and measured values of R.ph s' 'I are jJ P YSlca [liSt( e (Ill Sl( e jJ Y.'!Cd 
listed in Table 4.2. The difference between the reference value and the measured value is 
believed to he caused by temperature differences. G-50 has a pore size almost douhle that 
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Table 4.2 Volume ratio ~phYSiCa[ 11leasurements. ~physicaI = VilVo was calculated froIn 
the n1easurements of Vi and Vo' where Vi is the physical intrabead volunle and Vo is the 
physical extrabead volume. Before and after the MRI experilllents the volume ratio 
~physical was measured. The results listed here were fronl the average of two 
f11eaSUren1ents. The difference between the reference value and the nleasured value is 
believed to be caused by the tenlperature difference. 
Sephadex ~physical ~phYSical 
gel (Reference) (Measured) 
G-25 1.25 l.28 ±O.O23 
G-50 1.25 1.28 ±O.O18 
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of the G-25 gel.~2 Because the exchange rate is proportional to the pore size on the gel 
bead surface, it was expected that the exchange rate for G-50 will also be double that of 
the G-25 gel. 
4.3.3.3 MRI Experiment 
Both columns in Fig. 4.1 were oriented parallel to each other in a 1.5T imager with 
water flowing through each column. Before and after the MRI experinlent the volume 
ratio ~physical was measured. The results listed in Table 4.2 were fronl the average of the 
two measurements. A five- gallon container with a constant water level was used to obtain 
hydrostatic pressure. Water was allowed to flow through the tubes connected to the 
chromatography columns. Care was taken to avoid air bubbles in the tubes, which could 
How through the image slice during the scan or change the flow rate by blocking the 
passageway in the tubes. 
For each NIRI experiment, a singJe spin echo image was obtained in a plane 
perpendicular to the cylinder axis in the middle portion of the packed gel. Flow 
compensation gradient in the slice selection direction was used to eliminate any phase 
dispersion due to constant flow in the slice direction. Each image was obtained with a 48 
cm field of view using a 256x 128 matrix, a 3 mm slice thickness, TR=400 ms and TE= 15 
ms. For each flow rate from zero to the maximunl used, five such ilnages were obtained. 
For each inlage the signal was averaged over a circular region of interest of approxinlately 
16 pixels contained just within the transaxial slice of the column. This average 
measurement was normalized to the average of the five such measurements obtained at 
zero flow rate. Finally, the five normalized measurements at each mean flow velocity were 
averaged. 
The flow rates were nleasured before and after the {lve scans at each flow rate by 
measuring the volunle of water collected over a two-minute period. The J1lean flow 
velocities were then determined by taking the measured tlow rates and dividing by the 
extrabead cross- sectional area perpendicular to the direction of flow within the column. 
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The range of nlean velocity used in these experiments was kept between 0 and 0.66 mm/ 
sec. The velocity allowed for the Sephadex G-25 and G-50 gels packed in a 20 cnl colurnn 
is about 1.0 Jnm/sec. In general, a velocity higher than this maximum can result in 
deformation of the gel. Even at mean velocities slightly below this maxiJnum, it has been 
observed that the increased hydrostatic pressure can still slightly compress the gel. The 
effect of this slight compression on the ~physical nleasurements was taken into account by 
averaging the volume measuren1ents before and after the MRI scan. 
4.4 Results 
4.4.1 Computer Simulations for the Two-compartment Model 
The results of the computer simulations for the two-compartn1ent Inodel are shown 
in Fig. 4.5. For each flow velocity silnulated, the integrated MRI signal was calculated at 
TE= I 5 ms after the fourth 90 0 pulse (TR=O.4 s) using Eg. (4.16), and this calculation was 
normalized to the integrated MRI signal at a flow velocity V O. The computer 
sin1ulations show that the MRI signal intensity is modulated by flow in the extrabead 
compartment as well as the exchange between the intrabead and extrabead compartments. 
The curves of the normalized signal intensities for K
J 
= 0, 1,2,3 sec-I are clearly 
separated. The separation of the curves increases with the increase in flow velocity, which 
clearly shows that the time-of-flight effect is a key factor in this model. In all simulation 
results the curve with the greater exchange rate is always below the one with a lesser 
exchange rate. Greater rate constants cause a delayed exit from the selected slice, 
increasing the saturation of spins and reducing the MRI signal. 
4.4.2 Computer Simulations for the Three-conlpartment Model 
The results of the computer simulations for the three-compartment nl0de! arc 
shown in Figs. 4.6-4.9. Curves of the natural logarithm of the norn1alized MRI signal 
intensity as a function of flow are plotted. The scale in the plots is kept constant so that 
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Fig. 4.5 Two-conlpartment model computer simulations. The natural logarithIll of the 
integrated MR[ signal intensity normalized to the calculation at a flow velocity V = 0 is 
plotted as a function of flow for exchange rates: KI = 0 sec-1 (K2 0 sec-- 1) (circle), 
KI = 1 sec- 1 (K2 = 0.78 sec-I) (square), Kl = 2 sec-I (K2 = 1.56 sec-I) 
(triangle), K
J 
= 3 sec- I (K2 = 2.34 sec-I) (diamond). The simulations assumed that 
p = 1.28. The Til and TI2 relaxation times in the extrabead compartment were both 
equal to 2.0 s, sinllliating that of tap water. The T21 and T22 relaxation times in the 
mtrabead compartment were 0.39 sec and 0.032 sec, respectively. These values were 
calculated assuming a TI = 0.604 sec and T2 = 0.057 sec for the entire sanlple which 
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Fig. 4.6 Three-compartment model computer simulations. The natural logarithm of the 
integrated MRI signal intensity normalized to the calculation at a How velocity V = 0 is 
plotted as a function of flow for exchange rates: [( I = 0 sec-I (K 2 = 0 sec-I) (circle), 
[(I = I sec-I (K2 = 0.909 sec-I) (square), [(I = 2 sec-I (K2 = 1.82 sec-I) 
(triangle), [(I = 3 sec-) (K2 = 2.73 sec-I) (diamond). The simulations assumed 
10. sec-I 
(K6 61.11 sec-I). The TI I ' T12' T2) , and T22 relaxation times in the extrabead and 
intrabead compartments were all equal to 2.0 s, simulating that of tap water. The T:'j and 
relaxation times in the immobile water compartment were calculated to be 66 nlS and 
4.6 ms, respectively. These values were calculated assuming a TI = 0.604 sec and 
T2 = 0.057 sec for the entire sample, which corresponds to measurements of the G-25 
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Fig. 4.7 Three-compartment model computer simulations. The natural logarithnl of the 
integrated MRI signal intensity normalized to the calculation at a flow velocity V = 0 is 
plotted as a function of flow for exchange rates: Ks 8 sec-I (K6 48.89 sec-I) 
(circle), (square), 10 sec- 1 
(K6 = 61.11 sec-I) (triangle up), Ks = 11 sec-] (K6 = 67.22 sec-I) (diamond), 
K'5 = 12 sec-- I (K6 = 73.33 sec-I) (triangle down). The simulations assunled that 
Kl -, 0.4 sec- 1 (K2 = 0.36 sec-I) and K3 = 0.4 sec-1 (K4 = 2.22 sec·-I). The 
relaxation times, the volume ratio ~, and the volume ratio PI were the sanle as those used 
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Fig. 4.8 Three-compartment nl0del computer simulation. The natural logarithm of the 
integrated MRI signal intensity normalized to the calculation at a flow velocity V = 0 is 
plotted as a function of flow for volume ratios ~physical = 1.5 (circle), ~phYSiCal = 2.0 
(square), ~ hy'" "11 = 2.5 (triangle), ~ h SI"C' J = 3.0 (diamond), where it was assumed that p SIC. P Y d 
~l = 6.11, Kl = 1. sec-I, K3 = 0.8 sec-I, K5 = 0.8 sec-I, and T3 1 and T32 
were ca1culated using Eqs. (4.35 )-( 4.36); The TIl' T12' T21 ' and T22 relaxation times in 
the extrabead and intrabead cOlnpartments were all equal to 2.0 s, simulating that of tap 
water. The relaxation times for immobile water were ca1culated assuming a 
T\ = 0.604 sec and T2 = 0.057 sec for the entire sample, which corresponds to 
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Fig. 4.9 Slice thickness dependence of the normalized MRI signal from the three-
compartment model. Slice thickness was: 1. mn1 (circle), 2. mm (square), 3. 111m 
(triangle). The other parameters were same as those used in Fig 4.6 when KI 3. 
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Figure 4.6 shows the effect of the rate of exchange between the extrabead 
conlpartment and the intrabead conlpartment on the normalized MRI signal intensity. The 
T1) , T12' T2), and T22 relaxation tiInes in the extrabead and the intrabead free water 
compartments were set to values of 2.0 s and the T3 1 = 66 nlS and T3 2 = 4.6 ms for 
the iIllmobile water compartnlent were calculated using Eqs. (4.35) and (4.36) and 
assuming a T1 = 0.604 sec and a T2 = 0.057 sec for the entire sanlple, which 
corresponds to measurelnents of the G-25 gel in Table 4.1. The intrabead to imlTIobile 
water vo)uIlle ratio ~1 was calculated as 6.11 using Eq. (4.24) and assull1ing an intrabead 
to extrabead volume ratio of ~ = 1.1. COlTIpared with Fig. 4.5, the separation between 
the curves for the three-compartment model seem to be more evenly distributed than for 
the two-compartnlent model for the specific parameters used in these simulations. 
Figure 4.7 shows the effect of exchange between free water in the intrabead 
compartnlent and bound water in the immobile water compartment on the normalized 
MRI signal intensity. The simulations assumed that K J = 0.4 sec- J (K 2 = 0.36 sec-I) 
and K3 = 0.4 sec-I (K4 = 2.22 sec-]). The relaxation tinles, the volume ratio ~, and 
the volume ratio ~ I were the same as those for the simulations in Fig. 4.6, based upon 
measurements of a 0-25 gel. The curves show that the normalized MRI signal decreases 
with an increase in the rate of exchange between free water in the intrabead compartment 
and bound water in the immobile water compartlTIent. Notice the large separation between 
the curves for Ks = 10 and Ks = 11 
Figure 4.8 shows the effect of the ratio of the physical intrabead volume to the 
physical extrabead volume ~physical on the normalized MRI signal intensity. Plots arc 
shown for ~ h " . I = 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, and 3.0. The TI1 ' T1'), T21 ' and T2, relaxation times P YSIC<l --
in the extrabead and intrabead compartments were all equal to 2.0 s, silnulating that of tap 
water. In the simulations the following paraIneters were fixed to ~ I = 6. J J , 
KI = LO sec-I, K3 = 0.8 sec-I, Ks = 0.8 sec-I. For each ~physical value, the 
exchange rate constants K2 , K4 , and K6 were calculated using Eqs. (4.30)-(4.32), ~ was 
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calculated using Eq. (4.24)-(4.25), and the relaxation times T3
J 
and T3 2 for ilumobile 
water were calculated using Eq. (4.35)-( 4.36) assuming a T
J 
= 0.604 sec and 
T2 = 0.057 sec for the entire sample, which corresponds to measurements of the 0-25 
gel. Results show that when A . increases (flow conlpartnlent volume decreases) the PphyslcaJ ' , , 
signal is attenuated due to fewer spins flowing into the slice bring with them refreshed 
magnetization. Notice that by increasing ~physical the volume of the immobile water 
compartnlent increases, and the T3, and T3 2 increase in order that the total sanlple T I 
and T2 can remain constant. This offsets somewhat the decrease in signal that would be 
expected if the T3
J 
and T3 2 had remained constant and the sample T J and T2 had 
decreased. 
Figure 4.9 shows the dependence of the normalized MRI signal on slice thickness. 
T'he parameters used in the simulation were the same as those used in Fig. 4.6 for the 
simulation with K
J 
= 3. Even though flow was very slow relative to the thickness of the 
slice, the results show that the nornlalized MRI signal is sensitive to slice thickness. The 
results show that as the slice thickness decreases the amplitude of the nonnalized signal 
II1creases. 
4.4.3 Chromatography Oel Phantom Experiments 
Figure 4.10 shows transaxial spin echo images of the 0-25 and 0-50 
chrOIuatography colunlns for different mean flow velocities. For each flow rate fIve 
images were acquired. The average signal over a region of interest within each column 
was calculated and normalized to the signal at zero flow. Then the mean and variance of 
the fIve nornlalized values were calculated and the natural logarithm was plotted in Figs. 
4.11 and 4.12 as a function of mean flow velocity. The mean flow velocities ranged from 
zero to 0.66 Illnllsec. Exchange between Sephadex beads of a larger exchange rate 
constant (0-50 greater than 0-25) results in a greater MRI signal loss, which agrees with 
the computer simulations for the two-compartment and the three-compartment models 
shown in Figs. 4.5 and 4.6. 
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Fig. 4.10 Transaxial spin echo images of the Sephadex G-25 colUinn on the left and the 
Sephadex G-50 column on right. The mean flow velocity for the G-25 coiunln is 0.0, 0.11, 
0.22, 0.36, 0.51, and 0.66 nlm/sec from top to bottom. The mean flow velocity for the G-
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Fig. 4.11 Comparison of experimental results with a two-compartment sinlulation. The 
natural logarithnl of the measured MRI signal intensity normalized to the measurenlent at 
a flow velocity V 0 is plotted as a function of flow for the G-25 and G-50 columns. The 
measurements were obtained by averaging the signal within a circular region of interest 
(about 16 pixels) of the appropriate column section illustrated in Fig. 10 and normalizing 
to the average signal at zero now. The results from a two-compartment model simulation 
are superimposed upon the experimental results. The curve superimposed on the 0-25 
experimental data was generated using K I = 0.4 sec-I (K2 = 0.313 sec-I) and the 
curve superimposed on the G-50 experimental data were generated USIng 
K 1 = 0.8 sec-1 (K2 = 0.625 sec-I). In the simulations it was assumed that ~ = 1.28. 
The Tl I and TI2 relaxation times in the extrabead compartments were equal to 2.0 s. The 
T21 and T22 relaxation times in the intrabead compartment were 390 ms and 32 ms for 
the 0-25 gel. The T21 and T22 relaxation tinles in the intrabead compartment were 416 
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Fig. 4.12 COlnparison of the SaIne experimental results given in Fig. 11 with a three-
c0111partment simulation. The results from a three-compartment model simulation arc 
superitnposed upon the experimental results. The curve superimposed on the G-25 
experilnental data was generated using K I = 0.4 sec- I (K 2 = 0.363 sec- I) , 
K-:, = 0.4 sec- I (K4 = 2.22 sec-I), and «5 = 10.1 sec- I (K6 = 61.72 sec-I). The 
curve superimposed on the G-50 experimental data was generated using K I 0.8 sec- I 
(K2 = 0.727 sec-~I), K3 = 0.8 sec-I (K4 = 4.44 sec- I), and K 5 = 3.2 sec- I 
(K 6 = 19.56 sec- I) . In the simulations it was assumed that ~ = 1.1 and ~ I = 6.1 1 for 
both gels. The TI I ' T12' T2 I ' and P 2 relaxation times for the extrabead and intrabead 
compart111ents were equal to 2.0 s. The T3 1 and T3 2 relaxation times in the imrnobile 
water conlpartnlent were 66 nlS and 4.6 ms for the G-25 gel and 71 ms and 45 ms for the 
G-50 gel. 
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The results of a two-compartment model simulation are superimposed upon the 
experinlental results in Fig. 4.11. The curve superimposed on the 0-25 experimental data 
was generated using K I = 0.4 sec-I (K2 = 0.313 sec-I) and the curve superimposed 
on the 0-50 experimental data was generated using K I = 0.8 sec- 1 
(K2 = 0.625 sec-i). The volume ratios and the Tl and T2 were chosen as described in 
Fig. 4.1 L The fitting was performed by changing the KI value. The difTerence in the 
exchange rate constants between the two fits was a factor of two. Notice that the simulated 
curves fit the experinlental data fairly well at the faster flow rates. The fit is not as good for 
the slower flow rates. We expect that some of this is due to the larger experimental errors 
at the slower flow rates. 
The results of a three-compartment model simulation are superimposed upon the 
experinlental results in Fig. 4.12. The curve superimposed on the 0-25 experilnental data 
was generated using K1 = 0.4 sec-I (K2 = 0.363 sec-I), K?, = 0.4 sec-I 
(K4 = 2.22 sec-I), and K5 = 10.1 sec-I (K6 = 61.72 sec-I). The curve 
superimposed on the 0-50 experimental data was generated USIng K I 
(K2 = 0.727 sec-I), K3 = 0.8 sec-1 (K4 = 4.44 sec-I), and Ks 
0.8 sec-I 
3.2 sec-I 
(K6 = 19.56 sec-I). The KI values for 0-25 and 0-50 gel were chosen based upon the 
two-compartment fit in Fig. 4.11. The K3 value was arbitrarily chosen to be equal to KI . 
Then the data were fit by changing the value of Ks . Comparing with Fig. 4.11, for these 
parameters the three-compartment model does not fit the experimental data as well as the 
two-compartment model in Fig. 4.11. 
4.5 Discussion 
The modeling of proton exchange between extrabead and intrabead compartments 
was evaluated Llsmg computer simulations and experiments performed on 
chronlatography collllnns. Two-compartment and three-conlpartment models were 
developed to model the exchange processes in Sephadex gels. The computer sinlulations 
were compared with experimental results. The computer sinlulations and experinlental 
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results demonstrated that proton exchange lnodulates the signal amplitude; however, 
incorrectly estilnating the size of the bound water compartlnents and the values of T
J 
and 
T2 for these compartments could mask any sensitivity of signal nl0dulation to exchange 
processes. The results indicate that both a three-compartment model, which includes 
extrabead, intrabead, and immobile water compartments, and a two-compartment model 
of only extrabead and intrabead compartments could be used to model the experimental 
results. In this work no attempt was nlade to estilnate rate parameters; however, the lTIodel 
approximations of the experimental data are very encouraging and indicate that the next 
step of this research should investigate the potential of estimating model paranleters using 
nonlinear estimation techniques to fit the complex multiparameter variation of the MRI 
signal. 
The process of exchange of protons between extrabead and intrabead 
compartments modulates the signal due to a time-of-flight effect. It has been understood 
for some time that flow in a vessel, even without exchange, can cause the signal in the 
vessel to vary depending upon the pulse sequence and the flow velocity.74 As an r1' pulse 
continually excites a slice, in-flowing spins are continually refreshing the slice and 
saturated spins are continually exiting the slice. Therefore as flow increases, more 
refreshed spins will enter the slice, thus increasing the signal, and as flow decreases spins 
are delayed in exiting the slice, saturating the flowing spins and decreasing the signal in 
the vessel. Likewise, if the additional possibility of exchange between extrabead and 
intrabead compartments is considered, we see that, as the exchange rate constant 
increases, spins entering the slice will remain longer within the slice by exchanging with 
protons in the extrabead compartment, thus increasing the saturation of the spins in hoth 
the extrabead and intrabead compartments with repeated pulses and decreasing the total 
MRI signal. As the exchange rate constant increases, the overall average time spent in the 
sl ice increases and the MRI signal becomes more saturated. Therefore the intensity of the 
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total MRI signal provides a signature whereby exchange rates might be differentiated. 
COlllputer silnulations and experiments were pursued to study this time-of-flight effect. 
Computer simulations were performed for two-colnpartnlent and three-
conlpartment models used to describe the exchange of protons between extrabead and 
intrabead compartlnents, assuming first-order kinetics. Bloch equations were developed 
that included flow, diffusion, and exchange between extrabead, intrabead, and inlmobile 
water compartments. Finite difference methods were used to solve the Bloch equations of 
a system of second-order partial differential equations. The development of the systeln of 
flnite difference equations used to solve the system of second-ordered differential 
equations was the same as that used in Chapter 3.60 The finite difference approach required 
initial conditions to be stated from which the solution is determined at grid points 
increasing in a single spatial coordinate z and time t. The parabolic portion of the 
differential equation was approximated by the classic explicit approximation/)o and all 
derivatives in z were determined by central difference approximations. The accuracy of 
the finite difference algorithm is of 0 (h 2 + hk2 ) or 0 (h + k2) 60 where h is the grid 
spacing in f and k is the grid spacing in z. The computation tinle of the algorithm required 
about 8 hours on a SUN SPARC 10 workstation to generate the data for Fig. 4.6. The 
extension of the model to three-dimensional spatial coordinates is approaching feasibility 
with the improvenlent in computation speed of new computer hardware. 
The experilnents were designed so as to isolate as best as possible signal 
differences due to exchange processes, but it became clear that in order to do this, the 
differences in Tl and T2 properties also had to be considered. The Sephadex G-25 and G-
50 gels, each having the sanle ratio of intrabead to extrabead volumes but different Tl and 
T1 properties, were selected so that signal differences would not be due to different 
conlpartment volunles, but would vary due to different exchange rates (with the G-50 gel 
having a larger exchange rate constant than the G-25 gel due to larger pore size). Water 
was passed through two chromatography columns, one column packed with the Sephadex 
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G-50 gel and a second column packed with the G-25 gel. The flow rates were varied in 
order to analyze the MRI signal intensity within an excited slice of each column as a 
function of flow velocity. For the G-50 gel the naturallogarithlTI of the signal normalized 
to the signal at zero flow for all now velocities was less than the logarithm of the 
normalized signal for the column with the G-25 gel, indicating that with a larger pore size 
there is a greater exchange of spins between the various compartments of the slice, thus 
delaying the exit of the spins from the excited slice and saturating the overall proton signal 
with repeated rf pulses. What nlakes this difference even more significant is that it would 
be expected that the difference would be even greater if the normalized signal for the G-25 
gel were not attenuated more than the normalized signal for the G-50 gel because of a 
nlLlch shorter T 2 . 
A concern was whether signal loss was due to the extra water content in the G-50 
gel because of a smaller gel matrix density in its swollen state. Computer simulations were 
performed using a two-conlpartment model, conlparing p = 1.28 and P = 1.29 
rcpresenting a 0.6 percent volume increase in intrabead compartment. In the simulations 
K I = 0.8 sec-I (K 2 0.625 sec-I), the TI I and TI2 relaxation times in the 
extrabead compartments were equal to 2.0 s, and the T2, and T22 relaxation times in the 
intrabead compartment were 416 ms and 283 ms based on measurements of the G-50 gel. 
The results showed that a 0.6 percent increase of water content in the intrabead 
compartment had an insignificant effect on the signal. The greater effect between the G-25 
gel and the G-50 gel was not the small difference in water content but the large differences 
in Tl and T2 · 
Computer simulations were used to study four additional features in addition to 
showing that MRI signal loss depends upon the exchange rate constants between 
cxtrabead and intrabead compartments: (1) differences between the two-compartnlent and 
three-conlpartment nlodels, (2) signal variation as a function of exchange between free 
watcr in the intrabead compartment and bound water in the immobile water compartment, 
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(3) signal variation as a function of intrabead to extrabead volume ratios, and (4) signal 
variation as a function of slice thickness. 
Computer simulations in Fig. 4.6 indicated that a three-compartment nl0del nl0re 
evenly distributed the normalized signal-versus-flow velocity curves for increasing 
exchange rate constants for the particular paranleters sinlulated. It was found that the 
separation between the curves for a rate constant K 1 and K 1 = 2 sec-I was about 
the sanle as between a rate constant KI = 2 and KI = 3 sec-1 for a three-compartmcnt 
nl0del, whereas the separation between the first pair of curves was about twice the 
separation between the second pair of curves for a two-compartnlent model. This is due to 
the fact that the rate of exchange (K 5 = I 0 sec-I) between free and inlmobilc watcr 
s0l11ewhat dampens the differences between the curves of different rates of exchange 
between the extrabead and intrabead compartments for the particular panuneters 
sil11ulated. On the other hand, we have observed that a shorter TI in the immobile water 
conlpartnlent for the same exchange rate constant K 5 between free and immobile water 
results in greater separation between the curves for different exchange rate constants K 1 • 
This iJlustrates the flexibility of models with more than two-conlpartl11ents and their 
ability to model various rates of exchange between many potentially different water 
cOlnparttnents. The physical properties of a chromatography gel phantom would suggest 
that a three-compartment l110del that includes an immobile water compartment would 
better model the kinetics of the physical gel system. In fact, it is expected that water 
protons bound to the gel matrix dominate the T
J 
and T2 decay of the MRI signal. 
However, this does not imply that a three-compartment model would be easier than a two-
cOlnpartnlent modeJ to fit to experimental data. 
Computer simulations studied the effect of the immobile water conlpartment, 
showing in Fig. 4.7 that the normalized MRI signal decreases with an increase in the rate 
of exchange between free and immobile water. Also, notice that the effect is not 
necessarily linear, nor does the rate of change necessarily increase monotonically, as 
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shown with the considerable increase in separation between the curves for K 5 = 10 and 
K s = 1 I and then a decrease in the separation with increasing K s' Independent of 
whether the spins are in the intrabead or extrabead compartnlent, they are constantly 
exchanging with the immobile water compartnlent, resulting, on average, in further delays 
in exiting the excited slice, even though this exchange may be fast. We attempted to 
measure the exchange rate constant Ks [Ks = IIT]sat (1 MOsal/Mo) ] between mobile 
and inlmobile water using magnetization transfer techniques.65 The experiments were not 
successful because T'sat could not be measured accurately without a second independent 
rf channel that could maintain a constant saturation using an off resonance rf pulse. Also, 
note that in order for this to work, the Tl of the nlobile water compartment must be of the 
same order as Ks (I IT] sal = I ITl + Ks)' In tissue K5 can range between] and 3 sec-
I.()) (Note that in the simulations we typically used values of Ks = 10.) 
Computer simulations in Fig. 4.8 showed that decreasing ~physical (thus increasing 
the volume of the flow compartment) extends the range of the curves by increasing the 
tilne-of-flight effect. The extrabead volume size significantly affects the anlplitude of the 
normalized MRI signal intensity. With a flow fraction of 22% for the lowest curve in the 
silnulation in Fig. 4.8, the sinlulations were still far from representing a volume fraction of 
I09() for biological tissue. However, the signal not only is a function of volume fraction, 
which deternlines the contribution fronl each conlpartment to the entire sample (voxel), 
but also depends upon the relaxation times for each compartment. In our simulations in 
Fig. 4.8, we varied ~physical but kept the overall T1 and T2 constant and equal to the 
measured values. Thus, increasing ~physicaJ while keeping ~l a constant results in an 
increase in volume fraction for the immobile water compartment. This causes the 
relaxation times for the immobile water compartnlent to be a bit longer, which causes the 
extrabead free water and intrabead free water to relax more slowly through exchange, thus 
compensating for the signal loss due to a smaller flow compartment volume. The signal 
decrease for the overall signal we observed in Fig. 4.8 by increasing ~physical indicates 
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that the decrease of the flow cOInpartment volume is a nlajor factor for this signal loss. 
Suppose instead, T, and T2 in the immobile water compartment and ~physjcal renlain 
constant, and the overall T
J 
and T2 is allowed to vary. By decreasing the intrahead free 
water cornpartment volume and increasing the immobile water compartment volume, it is 
expected that the signal will decrease because a larger immobile water compartment 
causes Inore spins involved in the exchange between free water and immobile water. On 
average, spins will spend more time within the slice, thus becoming more saturated. 
The slice thickness has a significant effect upon the signal-versus-ftow curves 
hecause the perfusion model is based upon a time-of-flight effect. The dynanlic range in 
the signal-versus-ftow curves increases with a decrease in slice thickness, whereas the 
overalJ curve hecomes more attenuated with increase in slice thickness. Also, the 
incremental change in the attenuation hecomes less with increase in slice thickness. A 
smaJ/er slice thickness would be desired to resolve smaller differences between exchange 
rate constants. However, there is a trade-off in the signal-to-noise ratio, which was not 
analyzed in our sirnulations; the signal-to-noise is expected to decrease with a decrease in 
slice thickness. 75 
For the Sephadex G-25 and G-50 gel phantoms, exchange between extrabead and 
intrahead occurs when, due to Inolecular thermodynanlic nl0tion, water protons pass 
through the pores. The exchange rate constant is proportional to the area of the pore on the 
gel bead surface, nlean velocity of the protons, and the proton density. Since a G-50 gel 
has a pore size almost double that of the G-25 gel, it was expected that the exchange rate 
constant for G-50 would he approximately double that of the G-25 gel. This is what we 
found in Fig. 4.11, with sinlulated curves corresponding to K 1 = 0.4 for G-25 and 
K I = 0.8 for G-50 in close comparison with the experilnental data. The pore size and the 
average nUlnber of pores per head (each bead of approximately 100 J.lIn diameter) could 
not he ohtained from the gel manufacturer, which would have helped to estimate the 
exchange rate constant. Instead, the manufacturer provides the permeability of the gel to 
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describe the property of exchange. The permeability of a gel is not expressed in ternlS of 
the permeabiJ ity of each bead, but in terms of the permeability through a layer of material. 
The ratio of the peroleability of 0-50 to the permeability of 0-25 IS 
k (0-50) 1 k (0-25) = 1450/800 = 1.81.12 The reason that the permeability for 0-50 is 
not exactly double the value of that for 0-25 is because of the slight defornlation that 
occurs during the packing caused by the reduced gel material in the 0-50 geL The velocity 
(cm/sec) of the solvent with a viscosity 11 through the gel layer is proportional to the 
permeability and is given by the common expression V = k (permeability) P (pressure) / 
[11 (viscosity) L (length of Sephadex packing)] .72 
There has been significant work using NMR to study properties of porous media 
(sec special issue of Magnetic Resonance Tmaging76). Most of this work has been 
concerned with studying the T} , T2 and diffusion properties of the oledia. One paper77 in 
this issue discussed the fluid dynamic properties of porous media. However, most of the 
work treats the porous media as a whole, arriving at T) , T2 and diffusion coeffIcients for 
the total sample. OUf approach has been different in that the sample is divided into 
separate compartnlents and the properties are specified for each. In following this 
approach, it is recognized that the estimation of the physical constants becomes more 
complex. 
It can be a difficult task to obtain a phantom that simulates perfusion in biological 
tissue. Biological tissues are complex and heterogeneous in nature; consequently, their 
NMR properties depend upon many factors.71 Proton MRI phantonls have been made of 
agarose, hydrogel, and acrylamide gels, which have been shown to be more tissue-like in 
terms of T
J 
and T2 properties than simple aqueous solutions,67 The gel concentration 
detennines the T2 of the material and the paramagnetic concentration detennines the TI ,71 
OUf desire was not so nluch to match the T] and T 2 characteristics of tissue but rnore to 
study the exchange process, which would mimic the exchange between the intravascular 
and extravascular compartments of biological tissue. In the search for a gel type phantom, 
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it was not necessarily easy to find gels of the sanle size with different pore sizes. In most 
cases, if two gels had different pore sizes, they also had different bead sizes. 
The extrapolation of our results to biological tissue nlust consider the significant 
differences between the extrabead volume in the gels used in the experiments and the 
intravascular blood volume found in biological tissue. The simulations were perfonned 
with T\ and T2 values similar to that of tissue and flow similar to that of slow flowing 
capillaries, but the 40% extrabead volume fraction was considerably larger than the 10%) 
or lower intravascular volume fraction expected in biological tissue. For tissue with a slow 
now of 0.6 nl111isec, it would be expected that the dynamic range would be two orders of 
magnitude less than the dynamic range obtained in the conlputer simulations and 
experiments. However, instead of relying on tagging tissue directly, perfusion experiJnents 
in animals 7X,7!) and humans80 have relied more upon bolus tracking techniques to tag tissue 
with an in-now velocity as larger as 80 cm/sec. This fast in-flow gives a "'blush" to the MR 
image of the tissue that can be measured and could potentially be fit to conlpartnlent 
models. 
Because biological tissue is complex, it beco111es a difficult task to estimate all 
potential kinetic parameters. The multicompartment perfusion model works well to 
demonstrate the modulation of the MRI signal by exchange between conlpartments. 
However, the exchange rate constants and volume ratios are elnbedded in a milieu of 
several other parameters that affect the NMR signal of biological tissue. Although it is 
possible in principle to fit the measured signal intensity to these paratneters using 
nonlinear estimation techniques, until now this still renlains a challenging task. It may be 
that a two-cOinpartnlent model will be easier than a three-compartment model to fit to 
experimental biological data. To estimate model paranleters in practice, it would be useful 
to utilize methods that isolate paranletric effects. For example, magnetization transfer 
techniques may be useful to obtain the mobile and immobile water exchange. Also, it 
would be useful when estimating cOlnpartment model parameters to remove the coupling 
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between the COITIpartments, which prevents solving the system of differential equations 
analytically. This might be done by designing a specific pulse sequence. We enlphasize 
that in applying compartment modeling in vivo, parameter estimates cannot be derived by 
varying flow. In fact, we expect that independent measuren1ents of flow will have to be 
made in order to estimate exchange rate constants. 
A sin1pliflcation of the compartment models investigated in this paper can be 
obtained using constant infusion techniques. This approach is used many tilnes in nuclear 
medicine experin1ents and has recently been used in MRI.78,79 The approach uses a tag that 
is constantly infused into the area of interest and assumes that the partition coefficient 
(ratio of concentration in the tissue to concentration in the blood) is known at equilibrium. 
The tag could be a radioisotope or spins saturated by a pulse applied externally to the area 
of interest. This approach has recently been applied in MRI to lTIeaSUre tissue perfusion in 
rats.78•79 The spins are continuously excited in a slice or region of the carotid arteries that 
Ilow into a region of interest in the brain. The excitation is accomplished using an rf 
channel and coil separate from that used to image the region of interest. Magnetization 
transfer is used to suppress signal variations that depend upon the immohile water 
compartment. In a recent abstract,SO our n10del was used to show that the signal contrast 
used in calculating the perfusion depends upon the flow velocity. 
In sUlnn1ary, we have perfornled experiments to verify the application of a lTIulti-
compartment model to represent perfusion in a chromatography gel phanton1. We have 
demonstrated that the exchange between the compart111ents does modulate the MRI signal 
intensity. We feel that the results show promise for the use of compartment modeling of 
endogenous protons to better understand tissue perfusion. 
CHAPTER 5 
APPLICATION OF MULTICOMPARTMENT PERFUSION 
MODEL TO HUMAN USING ARTERIAL TAGGING OF 
ENDOGENOUS PROTONS AND MAGNETIZATION 
TRANSFER TECHNIQUES 
5.1 Introduction 
In general a multicompartment model has to be used to describe tissue perfusion 
and differential equations associated with this model are not solvable analytically. In 
practice there is a need for simplification of the compartment models. In the last Chapter 
we have discussed the possibility of tagging flowing spins external to the tissue area to 
study tissue perfusion instead of relying on tagging tissue directly. These tagged flowing 
spins can be used as infornlation to estimate parameters of a multicompartment tissue 
perfusion model as the one described in Eqs. (4.5)-(4.8). More importantly people gave 
attention to this technique simply because they expected that the coupling between 
compartments can be removed by using a pulse labelling sequence. In using a tagging 
technique the in-flow velocity has to be very fast such that those tagged spins can [ornl a 
"blush" of the tissue area where perfusion occurs before the spins relax. From intuition 
one would expect the MRI signal contrast with and without using arterial spin labeling 
technique should be flow velocity dependent. It means that in applying compartment 
modeling in vivo, parameter estimates fronl the signal contrast cannot be derived without 
knOWing the information of flow velocity. 
Recently, this arterial spin labeling technique has been used in MRI to measure 
tissue perfusion in rats. 78,79 It was reported that perfusion can be measured quantitatively 
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based upon the assumptions that the tagged flowing spins flush into the different tissue 
areas (voxels) with the sanle flow velocity and this velocity is fast enough without the 
need of considering relaxations during the time tagged spins travel from the tagging 
position to the tissue. This caused us to wonder whether these assumptions were made 
correctly. 
Another mechanism that causes coupling of differential equations 10 tissue 
perfusion compartmentization is due to exchange of magnetization between 
cOll1partments. The effect of magnetization transfer between free water and immobile 
water in tissue on MRI contrast have been studied and verified by Balaban et a1.65 In their 
study a saturation transfer method was applied to saturate spins in the imtnobile water 
conlpartlnent such that parameters such as exchange rate constant and apparent relaxation 
times associated only with the free water are isolated. This simplifies the model ill which 
only one differential equation corresponding to tissue compartment is considered. 
In this chapter, we first introduce the saturation transfer method to study 
magnetization transfer and show the experimental results using this ll1ethod on dog kidney 
tissue. Based upon the understanding of the magnetization transfer effect in tissue on MRI 
contrast we then give a description of a perfusion model for arterial labelling technique to 
measure tissue perfusion quantitatively.78,79 Finally, we use our multicolnpartmenl tissue 
perfusion 1110del to study the external labelling technique and to determine the signal 
contrast expected for various flow velocities of blood flowing into a selected tissue slice 
by both computer silnulations and experiments on hunlan brain. 
5.2 Magnetization Transfer Contrast (MTC) and Tissue Water 
Proton Relaxation Measurement on Dog Kidney 
In conventional MRI imaging the contrast of biological tissue is based upon water 
TIlT]. relaxation properties. The variations in water relaxation rates generate ilnage 
contrast between different tissues and pathologies depending on how the MR image is 
collected. For a number of years another relaxation mechanisnl in biological tissue was 
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extensively studied. xl -x6 This relaxation is related to cross-relaxation and/or chemical 
exchange between free water protons and protons associated with macromolecules or 
in1n10bile water. Since the relaxation of immobile water don1inates the T1 and T2 
relaxation times, the rate of exchange between free and immobile water becomes an 
important factor in the relaxation process.65 
5.2.1 The Saturation Transfer Method 
In this study we used the saturation transfer 111ethod to n1easure the rate of 
magnetization exchange between spins in free water and spins in immobile water. This 
n1elhod originally described by Forsen and Hoffman87 in which the rate of magnetization 
exchange between two pools can be quantitatively detern1ined. Saturation transfer 
technique uses a constant selective irradiation, with radiofrequency energy of one member 
of an exchange pair of spins, and observe the effect of this irradiation on its nonirradiated 
exchange partner. If exchange exists, it is expected to see a decrease in the steady-state 
lnagnetization and a decrease in the observed TI of the nonirradiated spins. Since the 
in1mobile water magnetization has a wide spectrum of frequencies, Wolff and Balaban65 
Llsed the saturation transfer method on biological tissue with an off-resonance frequency 
with respect to free water resonance frequency for irradiation. 
The exchange of magnetization is illustrated in Fig. 5.1. The pseudo-fIrst-order 
rate constant of exchange from free water to immobile water is denoted by k and k' is the 
rate constant of magnetization transfer from immobile water to free water. We can write 
the Bloch equation for the free water pool as 
aM 
= at kM + k'Mimmobilc . (5.1 ) 
If the off-resonance Irradiation is long enough the magnetization in the in1mobile water 






Fig. 5.1 Simple two-conlpartment nl0del consisting of a free water and immobile water 
compartnlent with two-way exchange. The pseudo-fIrst-order rate constant of exchange 
from free water to immobile water is denoted by k and k' is the rate constant of 







A new relaxation time T'sat for the tissue magnetization M is 




At new steady-state (Eq. (S.2) equals zero), using Eqs. (S.2) and (S.3) we can calculate the 
exchange rate constant k by 
k = _1 (1 _ MsatJ 
T1satl Mo' (S.4) 
S.2.2 Magnetization Transfer Experinlent on a Dog Kidney 
S.2.2.1 Materials and Methods 
A sample of dog kidney tissue (immersed in D20 solution) was placed in a 4.7 T 
IBM MR 200 spectrometer. D20 solution was used to reduce the water density that 
decreases signal to 111atch the sI11all signal level allowed by the signal receiving hardware. 
After putting the sanlple of dog kidney tissue into a tube containing D20 solution the tube 
was sealed and seated for more than 4 hours waiting for the equilibrium of water density 
inside the tissue. Experiments were performed using saturation transfer method by 
irradiating the itnmobile water pool with a constant off-resonance rf pulse. The off 
resonance frequency used for irradiation pulse was selected between S-SO kHz. It was 
assUJlled that when the off-resonance frequency is greater than S kHz we can consider the 
off-resonance pulse is selective for imIllobile water spins since the immobile water spins 
would have an NMR linewidth much greater than that for free water. Both high- and low-
power irradiation pulses were used to study the effect of power dependence of the free 
water signal intensity after the off-resonance irradiation. It was observed that high power 
off-resonance irradiation pulse generated greater saturation in nlagnetization magnitude at 
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free water resonance frequency after irradiation. In experinlents we used an rf power 
corresponding to the rf power control parameter DP= I L, which produced a 16% decrease 
in the magnitude of the water resonance for a irradiation at a frequency 50 kHz below the 
water resonance frequency. 
First a 90° pulse was used at water resonance to collect FID signals. Mo was 
obtained by measuring the nlagnitude at peak for the spectrum generated from FID 
signals. Then we used a pulse sequence consisting of a constant off-resonance pulse for 4 
s followed by a 90° pulse at water resonance for obtaining FID signals after irradiation. 
M sal was measured in the same way as to measure MO' In experiments T
J 
sat was 
measured using the sanle irradiation pulse combined with an inversion recovery pulse 
sequence. 
Different off-resonance frequencies fronl -5 to -50 kHz were used to study the 
frequency dependency of the signal M
sat ' The exchange rate constant k was calculated 
according to Eq. (5.4). 
5.2.2.2 Results 
The results of the saturation transfer experinlents on dog kidney are shown In 
Table 5.1. The first column in the table is the off-resonance frequency used III 
experinlents. The next columns list values for T\, t' M, tl M(), and k, respectively. 
sa sa 
Results showed that applying an off-resonance irradiation on dog kidney tissue does 
generate signal saturation which proves the existence of the exchange between the free 
water pool and the immobile water pool in tissues. It is also found that T
J 
sat and Msatl Mo 
are sensitive to the off-resonance frequency, so is the calculated k. Results show that 
when the magnitude of the off-resonance frequency decreases a larger saturation appears 
such that the value of the calculated rate constant increases. 
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Table 5.1 Effect of 1 HI' saturation for a dog kidney tissue in vitro. 
Frequency (kHz) Tl sat (s) MslMo K (S-I) 
-50 15.04 0.84 0.011 
-30 14.5 0.73 0.018 
-10 12.13 0.46 0.045 
-5 11.52 0.44 0.049 
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5.2.2.3 Discussion 
In the experiments, a very long T
J 
sal was measured for the dog kidney tissue 
immersed in D20 solution. It is believed that this is a result of a much longer correlation 
time caused by large population of D20 molecules surrounding a single water molecule. 
Since the water density inside dog kidney tissue had been changed the value of measured 
TI sal did not reflect the true value of T] sat for dog kidney tissue. Thus the accuracy of 
calculated exchange rate constant k was negatively influenced by incorrect T] sal 
measured lIsing D20 solution. In fact the values of calculated k listed in Table 5.1 is nluch 
smaller than the value reported for a rat kidney.65 This problem could have heen avoided 
by using an MR inlager with a second rf channel. The water signal would not have had to 
be attenuated using a D20 solution. 
Despite the accuracy of the measured exchange rate constant, the experiments tell 
us that the saturation of the irnmobile water pool using preirradiation pulse results in a 
signal attenuation of free water due to the exchange between free and immobile water. 
This attenuation of the signal is power and frequency dependent. MRI contrast (directly 
related to magnetization contrast) will increase with increasing preirradiation pulse power 
or decreasing off-resonance frequency. 
It is anticipated that in a tissue perfusion study, one has to consider the exchange 
between free water and immobile water. This is due to the fact that biological tissue 
consists of a fair amount of immobile water due to the existence of cell memhranes and 
less mobile water protons in proteins. 
5.3 A Perfusion Model Using Spin Labeling of Arterial Water 
Constant infusion techniques are useful for perfusion studies. This approach is 
used many times in nuclear medicine experiments and has recently been used in MRI by 
Detre et a1.7X and Zhang et a1. 79 The approach uses a tag that is constantly infused into the 
area of interest and assumes that the partition coefficient (ratio of concentration in the 
tissue to concentration in the blood) is known at equilibrium. In nuclear Inedicine the tag 
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could be a radioisotope and in MRI the tag could be spins saturated by a pulse applied 
externally to the area of interest. Due to the large concentration of water in blood, it is 
advantageous to use endogenous water as a tracer for tissue perfusion n1easurement 
noninvasively. 
The Bloch equation for tissue n1agnetization along longitudinal direction, which 
includes TI relaxation, tissue perfusion, and cross-relaxation between tissue water and 





k M+k M. . +pM pM for rev unmoblle (l I' ' 
p = tissue perfusion rate in ml g-I S-I , 
(5.5) 
T j spin-lattice relaxation time of brain tissue water in the absence of perfusion 
and cross-relaxation, 
M = Z magnetization of water per gram of brain tissue, 
o 'J'b . I f' M = eqUl 1 flum va ue 0 M, 
M({ = Z magnetization of water per milliliter of arterial blood, 
M 1J = Z magnetization of water per n1illiliter of venous blood, 
Mimmobile = Z Il1agnetization of immobile water per gram of brain tissue, 
k{or' k reI' = magnetization transfer rate constants between tissue waler and 
immobile water, 





= ~M, (5.7) 
where A is the partition coefficient defined as (ml of water/g of brain tissue)/(ml of water! 
ml of blood). 
When the spins are continuously saturated in a slice or region of the carotid 
arteries that flow into a region of interest in the brain those spins are labeled. The 
saturation can be accomplished by a saturation or an inversion pulse sequence. If we 
define the degree of spin labeling as 
(5.8) 
and substitute Eqs. (5.6)-(5.8) into Eq. (5.5), we then have 
~ ~ M p () EM 
= kf' M + k M, h 'f + (1 - 2 a) - M 'I . dt T) , or rev 1I1111W i.e A I\, (5.9) 
Now let us consider the terms associated with magnetization transfer in Eq. (5.9). 
It is easy to see that the term including M, h'l can be removed if we apply the lInmo l e 
saturation transfer lTIethod described in Subsection 5.2.1 on the brain tissue region of 
interest. ASSU111ing a constant off-resonance pulse being turned on all the tinle during the 
eXperi111ent such that Miml1tobile is perfectly saturated, Eq. (5.9) becoll1es 
(5.10) 
Solving Eq. (5.10) at steady-state we obtain the solution when ill11110bile spms are 
saturated without arterial spin labeling (a = 0) 
liT] + piA 0 
1M , 
1 IT] + ~t'()r + pi I\. 
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(5.11 ) 








Using both Eqs. (5.11) and (5.12) tissue perfusion rate p can be calculated as 
p = M
sat 
J l) ~sal . 
a=O 
(5.13) 
FrOITI Eq. (5.13) it can be seen that the perfusion rate is determined only by the 
saturated tissue compartment magnetization with and without spin labeling and the degree 
of the spin labeling. It has been claimed that based on the experinlents with rats, the 
degree of spin labeling is not sensitive to the flow velocity of the tagged spins. RR However, 
several research groups have reported results fronl human studies which showed signal 
changes do depend upon the flow velocity of the tagged spins.8o,89.9o It is believed that the 
signal change depending upon the flow velocity of the labeled spins is caused by the 
con1bination of the different degrees of spin labeling due to varied transit tinles and a 
larger blood volume due to capillary dilatation. The changes in the degree of spin labeling 
in human study are caused by a slower flow and a greater distance fron1 the spin labeling 
position to the iUlUge plane which results in the different transit tinle for different How 
velocity. People call this phenonlenon an in-flow effect. In application of Eq. (5.13), this 
technique requires an effective way to extract the signal only from the tissue conlpartment, 
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thus separating the tissue signal from the total signal that includes the signal contributed 
by the Inagnetization in capillary blood. 
It has been shown that using the arterial spin labeling technique reduces the 
number of compartments, thus reducing the number of parameters that need to be 
estiI11ated in the perfusion mode1.78,79,91 The inlportance of this model is to provide a 
feasible method to quantify perfusion. 
In the next section the three-compartment perfusion I110del developed in Chapter 4 
IS used to study the effect of flow rate on MRI signal using the arterial spin tagging 
technique. In fact, whether perfusion measurement depends upon flow velocity has 
become a very important and interesting research topic in today's MRI perfusion study. 
5.4 The Effect of Flow Rate of Arterially Tagged Endogenous 
Protons on the MRI Signal Intensity 
MR imaging of tissue perfusion by pulse labeling endogenous water spins has the 
advantage of not requiring the injection of a fairly high concentration of contrast material. 
In Chapter 3, we developed a model for the MRI signal of an excited slice of tissue which 
was a function of perfusion and extraction assuming that biological tissue can be 
represented by a blood and a tissue compartment. A key factor in the 1110dulation of the 
MRI signal is a time-of-flight effect whereby unexcited spins perfuse the excited region 
and exchange with the blood and the tissue compartments. The exchange delays the exit of 
the spins from the slice, thereby decreasing their contribution to the slice signal intensity 
in future repetitive pulse measurements. In Chapter 4, we modified this two-compartment 
1110del to include a third conlpartment for inlmobile water (Fig. 4.3), which we have 
verified by computer simulations and phantom experiments. 
The constant infusion technique discussed in Section 5.3 has been proposed to 
measure tissue perfusion by pulse labeling endogenous spins external to the tissue region 
and to follow the change in the MRI signal as the labeled arterial spins flow into the tissue 
region of interest.78.79 The MRI signal is modelled using Fick's principle in combination 
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with the Bloch equations. The approach uses a tag that is constantly infused into the area 
of interest and assumes that the partition coefficient (ratio of concentration in the tissue to 
concentration in the blood) is known at equilibrium. By continuously infusing tagged 
spins in the carotid arteries, the tissue in the region of interest in the brain COInes to 
equilibriunl with the blood compartment. This simplifies the equations for the NJRI signal 
since the blood magnetization can be replaced by the tissue magnetization divided by the 
partition coefficient. The purpose of the study in this section is to use our three-
compartment perfusion model of differential equations to study the external labelling 
technique and to determine the signal contrast expected for various flow velocities of 
hlood flowing into a selected tissue slice. Magnetization transfer is also used to suppress 
signal variations that depend upon the immobile water compartment. 
5.4.1 Theory 
For regions both internal and external to the selected slice B, the system of second 
order partial differential equations [Eqs. (4.5)-(4.10)] are used to define the transverse and 
longitudinal magnetization in blood [Ml + (z, t) and Ml z (z, t) ], tissue [M2+ (z, t) and 
M2~ (z, t) ], and bound water [M3+ (z, t) and M\ (z, t) ] conlpartments as a function of 
time and distance perpendicular to the slice, where D* and D are diffusion coefficients for 
blood and tissue spins, respectively. V is flow rate, ~ is volume ratio of tissue to blood, 
~ 1 is volunle ratio of tissue to bound water, K s are rate constants between compartments. 
The MRI signal in the transverse plane was measured by integrating the transverse 
1nagnetization as a function of flow velocity: 
(5.14) 
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5A.2 Computer Simulations 
The simulations had two time periods. During the first 3 s, it was assumed that an 
off resonance low power pulse was applied to a 0.5 cm selected slice of tissue (slice B in 
Fig. 5.2), saturating the spins through magnetization transfer and allowing us to set 
M~ = O. During this first 3 s, we numerically solved the system of differential equations 
for the MRI signal and integrated this signal across the 0.5 cm slice. After the first 3 s, we 
assmned that the saturation pulse continued, but we assumed an inversion pulse was 
applied to a 0.25 cm sJice in front of the slice B so that all flowing spins entering the slice 
were constantly inverted. We continued to numerically solve the system of differential 
equations to determine the integrated signal across the 0.5 cm slice as the tagged spins 
continued to enter the slice. To study the effect of flow rate on MRI signal, flow velocities 
of V=0.5, I, and 1.5 cln/sec, slice thickness of the imaging plane of ~z 0.3, OA, and 
0.5 cm, and flip angles of the inversion pulse of e = 90 0 , 120 0 , and 1800 were 
simulated. In all simulations, p S-I . , 
T
J 
= 500 ms and T2 = 50 ll1S for the entire sample. 
The MRI signal intensity as a function of time and flow velocity was normalized to 
So' the integrated equilibrium magnetization across the slice. 
5A.3 Results 
Fig. 5.3 shows the normalized lVIRI signal integrated across the slice as a function 
of time and flow velocity. Velocities were chosen as V=0.5, 1.0, 1.5 cm/sec. One notices 
that the SIgnal after labeling with an inversion pulse at 3 s is significantly affected by now 
velocity. The tagged spins perfuse into tissue causing a delayed exit from the selected slice 
that results in a signal loss. The time-of-flight effect of tagged spins flowing into the slice 
decreases the signal as the flow velocity increases. It appears that as the velocity increases 
the signal will approach an equilibrium. 
In Fig. SA normalized MRI signal integrated across the slice was plotted as a 








Fig. 5.2 Network of capillaries surrounded by a tissue matrix. Using MRI a slice of tissue 
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Fig. 5.3 Normalized MRI signal integrated across the slice as a function of time and flow 
velocity. (a): The saturation of spins with different flow velocity through n1agnetization 
transfer during the first 3 s and through the spin labeling in addition to the magnetization 
transfer during the second 3 s. (b): Magnification of the dotted box in (a) showing now 
dependence of signal contrast. Velocities: (1) 0.5, (2) 1.0, (3) 1.5 cn1/sec. 
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Fig. 5.4 Normalized MRI signal integrated across the slice as a function of tinle and the 
slice thickness of the imaging plane. The slice thickness (from top to bottom): (I) 0.5 COl, 
(2) 0.4 cnl, (3) 0.3 cm, (4) 0.2 cm. Flow velocity: 1.5 cnllsec. 
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velocity V was equal to 1.5 cm/sec. This graph clearly shows that the normalized signal 
contrast using the labeling technique depends upon the exchange between the 
compart111ents. The spins in tissue exchange with spins in blood causing a 111ixture of 
labeled and unlabeled spins in the blood along the flow direction. Increasing the slice 
thickness results in a slnaller portion of labeled spins in blood at the end of the slice and 
less signal contrast. 
Fig. 5.5 plotted the normalized MRI signal integrated across the slice as a function 
of time and the flip angle of the labeling pulse: 60°, 90°, 120°, 180°. Flow velocity V was 
equal to 1.5 cm/sec. When increased flip angles are used to label the spins during the 
saturation pulse, a greater decrease in MR signal intensity is observed. 
5.4.4 Experilnents 
A GRASS pulse sequence with a selective saturation pulse in the z-direction was 
used on a human brain study. Since the saturation pulse is an off-resonance pulse, 
magnetization transfer contrast (MTC) occurs. We first used the saturation pulse in the z-
direction at a fixed distance above the slice of the region of interest (RO!), and then below 
the ROJ with the sarrle fixed distance to produce the same MTC. However, the saturation 
pulse below the ROI also labeled the flowing spins by saturation. The intensity difference 
between the two iInages should be a function of perfusion. As it was shown in Chapter 3, 
the time-of-flight effect is a key factor in perfusion studies. Therefore, it is expected that 
the intensity difference is flow rate dependent. 
The experiInents were performed on a GE 1.5T scanner. A gradient refocusing 
pulse sequence was used with flip angle=30°, TE=14 ms, TR=40 ms, and a I cm slice 
thickness in the z-direction was selected. The selective saturation pulse with a flip angle of 
90° was applied to an 8 ClTI slice which was 3 cm above and 3 ClTI below the imaged slice. 
The effect of flow rate on labeled spins was studied for hypocarbia (low pC02) and 
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Fig. 5.5 Normalized MRI signal integrated across the slice as a function of tin1e and the 
flip angle of labeling pulse: (1) 90°, (2) 120°, (3) 150°, (4) 180°. Flow velocity: V=1.5 cm/ 
sec. 
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Fig. 5.6. shows transverse MR images of a human brain under hypocarbia 
condition. Left: the inlage with the saturation pulse applied to the location superior to the 
inlaging plane. Middle: the image with the saturation pulse inferior to the iInaging plane. 
Right: the subtraction image. A line profile is plotted below the subtraction image. This 
image shows that the perfusion of the brain can be extracted from the MR signal intensity 
difference between labeled and unlabeled flowing spins. 
Fig. 5.7 shows transverse MR inlages of the same human brain under hypercarbia 
condition. The image on the left was obtained with the saturation pulse applied to the 
location superior to the imaging plane. The image in the middle was obtained with the 
saturation pulse inferior from the imaging plane. Subtracting the inferiorly saturated 
inlage (middle) fro III the superiorly saturated image (left), we obtain the difference image 
(right). Compared with Fig. 5.6, we see that the perfusion effect is enhanced when the 
flow rate is increased. 
5.4.5 Discussion 
The sinlulation results show that the MR signal contrast using the arterial spin 
labeling technique depends upon the slice thickness of the imaging plane and the flip angle 
of the inversion pulse which is applied outside of the imaging plane. 
From simulations and experiments we see that (I) the arterially tagged endogenous 
protons will saturate the MR signal intensity through tissue perfusion and (2) high flow 
rate of arterially tagged flowing spins can enhance MR signal contrast which is a function 
of tissue perfusion. 
The nl0del described in Section 5.3 is based upon indicator dilution principles that 
have been used for years in the study of physiological processes in biology. This model 
uses excited protons as the indicator to modulate the signal based upon perfusion 
characteristics. What one needs to keep in nlind when using excited protons spins as the 
indicator is the small change that perfused spins have on the MRI signal. In nuclear 
medicine with tracer amounts one can expect to obtain significant sensitivity to perfusion 
Fig. 5.6 Transverse MR images of a human brain under hypocarbia condition. Left: the image with the saturation pulse 
applied to the location superior to the imaging plane. Middle: the image with the saturation pulse inferior to the imaging 




Fig. 5.7 Transverse MR images of the same human brain under hypercarbia condition. Left: the image with the 
saturation pulse applied to the location superior from the imaging plane. Middle: the image with the saturation pulse 





changes, whereas with MRI, the signal change may be quite small. One of the problems 
with MRI, is the fast relaxation of the excited protons. Also, because MRI is such a useful 
tool for nleasuring so many physical properties, all the parameters that measure these 
properties come into play when measuring tissue perfusion, such as flow, diffusion, 
exchange rates between compartnlents. Therefore, the measurement of tissue perfusion 
requires the estimation of these parameters unless they can be isolated fronl the data by 
some nlethod such as nlagnetization transfer. 
Our 1110del is also based upon the indicator dilution principle but differs on some 
points from the model described in Section 5.3. First, we describe the perfusion process 
both in space and tinle using Bloch equations and combining these with differential 
equations which describe the kinetic exchange between the blood compartment and 
extravascular compartment. For the model in Section 5.3, it was assUlned that the flow 
velocity of the labeled spins is fast enough to perfuse the entire inlaging plane such that 
the relaxation of the labeled spins is negligible. Our development includes the rate of 
change hetween blood and extravascular conlpartments whereas the other model assumes 
constant inflow and uses a partition coefficient to describe the exchange as the ratio of 
excited proton concentration between the blood and tissue at equilibrium. Also, our 
development includes the transverse magnetization in the nl0del. 
The reason that our simulation results show the sensitivity of the signal contrast to 
the flow velocity of the labeled spins, when a tagging technique is used, is that the labeled 
spins will relax during the time the labeled spins flow into the inlaging plane. A greater 
transit tinle due to a slower flow rate results in a smaller signal contrast. Our experimental 
results on human brain (the transit time for human hrain is longer than that for rat) showed 
agreel11ent with our conlputer simulations. 
In sUlnnlary, our simulations and experimental results show that the accuracy of 
estImated kinetic paraIl1eters depend on the signal contrast that in turn is a function of the 
flow velocity of the labeled spins. 
CHAPTER 6 
CONCLUSIONS 
6.1 Scientific Contributions 
An MRT multiconlpartment tissue perfusion model was developed. Computer 
simulations of the nlulticonlpartnlent model were performed to study the MRI signal as a 
function of T\ IT2 relaxation processes and the following physiological parameters: blood 
now velocity, perfusion fraction, diffusion, and rate of exchange between the hlood and 
extravascular tissue compartments. Tn computer simulations, the modified Bloch 
equations were solved numerically for both longitudinal and transverse magnetization for 
each compartment, which distinguishes this work from other perfusion studies using MRI. 
The total signal was obtained by integrating the transverse magnetization of cOlnpartInents 
across the sJice. We have demonstrated that the total signal intensity for an excited slice is 
modulated by thc physiological processes, such as relaxation of excited spins, now in 
capillary networks, diffusion in tissue and capillaries, and exchanges between the 
vascular, tissue, and immobile water compartments. The silnulations indicate that the 
modulation of the MRI signal is dependent upon the perfusion of tissue hy hlood which 
causes a tinle-of-flight effect as tissue is continuously excited by a selective rf pulse. The 
total signal intensity is dominated by the flow velocity and the tissue to blood volunlc ratio 
and depends less upon diffusion. The longitudinal lnagnetization signal appears to he 
morc sensitive to rate constant variations for large blood volumes. However, for tissue 
sLlch as the hrain with blood volumes typically less than 10%, the signal modulation can 
he as small as 2(Yo. NMR is useful in probing compartments because it is sensitive both to 
changes in thc intracellular environment and to exchange effects. 
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The multicompartment model was verified by experiments with Sephadex gel 
phantorns. Cornputer simulations of two-compartment and three-compartment models 
were compared in experinlents that used two chromatography col umns packed with 
Sephadex gel G-25 and G-50, respectively. The results of the experiments proved that the 
MRI signal intensity in the perfused columns is a function of the rate of exchange between 
extrabead and intrabead compartments. The slice thickness has a significant effect upon 
the signal-versus-tlow curves because the perfusion model is based upon a time-of-flight 
effect. A smaller slice thickness would be desired to resolve smaller differences between 
exchange rate constants. However, there is a trade-off in the signal-to-noise ratio. The 
simulations also showed that both two-compartnlent and three-compartment models could 
he Llsed to fit the experimental data. However, in practice, it may be that a two-
compartment nlodel will be easier than a three-coIllpartnlent nlodel to fit to experinlental 
biological data. 
An effort to simplify the multicompartment models investigated in this study was 
Inade using arterially labeled spins as a tracer for a constant infusion technique combined 
with Inagnetization transfer technique to reduce the number of conlpartments (the blood 
and the imIllobile water compartments in this situation), thus reducing the nuolber of 
parameters that need to be estimated in the perfusion model. Simulations and experiInents 
on hunlan brain demonstrate that the arterially tagged endogenous protons will saturate 
the MR signal intensity through tissue perfusion and high flow rate of arterially tagged 
110wing spins can enhance NIR signal contrast so that the contrast is a function of tissue 
perfusion. Also, the MR signal contrast using the arterial spin labeling technique is 
sensitive to the slice thickness of the imaging plane and the flip angle of the inversion 
pulse which is applied outside of the imaging plane. Therefore, the accuracy of kinetic 
pararneler estimates will rely on the signal contrast that depends upon the flow velocity of 
the labeled spins and the blood volunle. In applying compartment nl0deling in vivo, 
parameter estimates cannot be derived by varying now. We speculate that independent 
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measurenlents of flow will have to be made in order to estimate exchange rate constants. 
The arterial spin labeling technique has shown sufficient potential to encourage 
researchers to continue to seek an approach for measuring perfusion quantitatively using 
MRI. 
Because of the clinical need, tests allowing noninvasive assessment of perfusion 
will continue to play an in1portant role in clinical medicine. MRI presents pronlise as a 
technique by which an in1aging protocol could in1age perfusion without the use of contrast 
agents or ionizing radiation. 
6.2 Future Work 
Further research is required to develop methods for estinlating the 1110dcl 
paran1eters and to develop pulse sequences that use the tnodulation of both the transverse 
and longitudinal magnetization to extract physiological parameters. [n particular, 
estimation techniques need to be developed in which model parameters are detennined by 
least squares fhting to several MRI signal measurements that are obtained for various 
pulse sequence paran1eters. 
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M'rE=TE / XH: 
(XL+ ) /XK 




UVT'10~: 1 /GNOR * (UOO+BETA *VOO+BRl,TIO*UMO) 





(.J, 4) =VOQ 










(1. .*DD/XK* -(XK2+XKS)-1. )*XH 
(DD/XK**2)*XH 





(l./XH .*DD/XK**2 +XK5) ./TV2)*XH 
**********SIMULATION BELOW********** 
(NSEQ. .NTOTAL+ ) GO 1~ 7000 
ClJVXYG=XH*GAMMA*GZ*XK 




IF(NSEQ.NE.NTOTAL) GO TO 5500 
SUMUl=-O.O 
SUMVl"O.O 
DO 35 J=ILEFT,IRIGHT 
SUMlJl",SUMUl+ UVY (J, 2) *XK 
SUI1Vl,SUMVl + UVY (,J, 4) 
C()N'r1NUE 
(I1M) ./GNOR2* (SUI1Ul+BETA*SUMVl) 
GO TO 5000 
CONTINUE 
OPEN(4, 'G25bI28kO. , , STArrus=' 
DO 60 ,NFLOII\l 
VFLOW 0.0 + ( I ) * O. 
, ) 







FORMNr ( .8, ,F12.8) 





***************************** ******* ***** 
SUBROUTINE SOLUTION (M,I1TE) 
COMMON /COEFFICIENT/ UVX,UVY,UV2,UMX,UMY,UMZ, 
& SIGNAL, ClJZI, CUZ2, CU23, ,ClJZ6, 
CVZI,CVZ2,CVZ3.CVZ4,CVZ5,CVZ6, 




DOUBLE PRECISION UVX (5000, ), lJVY ([JOOO, 7) ,UVZ (5000, 7) , 





UVY (c), ) = UVZ (J , 2 ) 
UVY (,], ) =UVZ (.J , 4 ) 
,CVZ6,CUVXYG, 
,CMZ4,CMXYI 





*** * ******ANY DEGREE 
lTVZ ( 2) cosd (f1 ip_ang Ie) *UOO 





DO 10 I::.:l,M 
(1,2) 
UVY (1, 4) 
UVY(N+T,2)=l1VY(N, 
UVY{N+ ,4)=U\1Y(N,4) 
(N -+ , ) = UVZ (N , 2 ) 
UVZ(N+1,4)~UVZ(N,4) 
DO 14 ,NT 
UVY(J, )==UVY{J,2) 




DO 30 J=:2,N 
(J, ) 
(L), 4) 
UVY (LT, ) =CUXYI *UVY (LT, 1) *UVY(J+1,l)+CUZ3*UVY(J- ,1) 
~CUZ4 *UVY (J, ) -CUVXYG* (J -N/2) *UVX (J, 1) 
+CLJZ6*UMY(J,1) 
lTVY(J,4)=CVXY1*UVY(J,) *UVY(J+1, )+C\1Z3 (J-l,3) 
+CVZ4*U\1Y(J, )-CUVXYG*(J-N/2)*UVX(J,3) 
+CVZ6*UMY(J,1) 
(a, ) =CUZ1 (J, ) +CUZ2*UVZ(J+1,1)+CUZ3*UVZ(,]-1, 
+CUZ4*UVZ(J, )+C'UZS+CUZ6*UMZ(J,1) 













THE COMPUTER SIMULATION CODE FOR 
A THREE-COMPARTMENT MODEL 
PROGRAM PERFUSION_3C 
C! !! !' ! ! ! ! ! !! ll!! !! ! ! l !! !!! ! ! ! !!!!!!!!!! !!!!! ! !!!!! ! !!!!! ! !!!! ! ! 
c \1m l'PTEN XIANGYANG MA 
(lC,[,OBER / 199 
ImvrSED: NOVEMBER / ] 994 C 
















COMMON /COEFFICIENT/ UVX/UVY,UVZ/UMX,UMY,UMZ, 







BETA, ,MM/NSEQ, BRATIO,GNOR, 
UOO/VOO,UMO 
DOUBLE PRECISION (5000, 
,7) , 
) , 
UMX(50ao, ) ,UMY( 






















DIFFUSSION COEFr~ICIENrp EXTRABEAD 
DIFFUSSION COEFFICIENT INTRABEAD 
SPIN RELAXA'I'ION TI.tVIE OF 
SPIN RELAXATION 
-- SPIN-SPIN RELAXA'l'ION TIME 
- SPIN-SPIN RELAXATION TIME OF 
OF 'PISSUE 
BLOOD 
SPIN LATICE RELAXATION TIME OF BOUND WATER 






EXTHABEAD TO INTRABEAD 
INTHABEAD TO EXTRABEAD 
COEFFICIENT IN AND OUT BOOND vJATER 
- VOLUl>1E RATIO OF IN'rRABEAD TO EXTRABEAD 
VOL.UME RATIO OF INTRABEAD TO BOUND WATER 
FLOW OF Ex'rRABEAD 
FLOlf.l VELOC ITY OF INTRABEAD 
EQUILIBRIUM MAGNETIZA'rION IN Ex'rHABEAD COMPARTMEN'r 
EQUILIBRIUM MAGNETIZATION IN INTHABEAD CO.tVIPARTMEN'l' 






VEx'rRA O. 9 / ( 
VOLUME RA'rro*"**** 
. 5 
+ 1 ) 












BETA*VEXTRA/ ( O. 9-VEX'l'RA* (l+BETA) ) 









IN SEC**( 1) 
O. 
SEC * (~1) 
XK4= XK3*UOO/UMO 
( 1) 


















1./(l.+BETAl)/( .O/TVM2-( BETAI/(l. 
IN SEC 
*W***** ***TIME OF REPITITION********* 
'l'l~,~O . 4 
lN 
*'rIME 
=. I OE-.1 
SEC 
ECHO******'**** 
**** MAGNITUDE OF GRADIENT ***** 












DO 7000 MM=l,NFLOW 
0.0 O.C)} (MM 
IN CM/SEC 






***** TOTAL NO. OF PULSE ** 
N'ro'rAL=4 





















UVZ (d, 4) ::VOO 
UMX(c!,2)=O.O 
UMY (J I ) =0 0 
11M2 (,}, )",UMO 
CONTINUE 


















('\lXY] (J. .*DD/XK**2-(XK2+XK5) 
CMZ1 c (J . IXH- (XK4+XK6) *BETA1-I. ITMI) 
CMZ2 ccXK] *BETAl 
CMZ3=XK5*BETA1*XH 
CMZ4=XH/TM1*UMO 
CMXY1 (1. IXB- (XK3 )*BETA1-1. 
)*XH 
. 1'1'V2) *XH 
) *XH 
***********SIMULATION STARTS BELOW******** 
(NSEQ. . N'1'0TAL+ ) GO 
GZo:GZl 
CLJIJXYG=XH*C;AMMA *GZ *XK 
CALL SOLUTION(Ml,MTE) 
7000 




DO 35 J=ILEFT,IRIGHT 
S1Jr.m 1.:: SUMU 1 + IJVY ( ~T , 2 ) * XK 
SUMVl,SUMVl+ UVY(J,4) 
SlJMM1o:SUMMl+ UMY (J, 2) *XK 
)*XH 
l 'j CONTINUE 
rll GNAL (MM) ./GNOR*(SUMUl+BETA*SUMVl+BRATIO*SUMMl) 
GO TO 5000 
7000 CON'1'INUE 
OPEN( ,FILE:' 5pb25kl.dat', 'NEIf] , ) 
60 ,NFLOll'J 
VFLOW 0.0 (I 1 ) * 0.1 
WRITE ( ,120) VFLOW, ABS ( SIGNAL ( ) I SIGNAL (1) ) ) 
60 CONTINUE 
1 () 
1"ORlvJA'1' (F12. 8, 
FOFMAT ( '& V 
(4 ) 
F12.8) 












****~********** ************** **** ****** 
SUBROU1'INE SOLUTION (M, 
COMMON /COEFFICIENT/ UVX,UVY,UVZ,UMX,UMY,UMZ, 
SIGNAL,CUZl,CUZ2,CUZ3,CUZ4,CUZ5,CUZ6, 
CVZl, CVZ2, ,CVZ5, CVZ6, 
CUVXYG,CUXY1,CVXY1, ,CMZ2,CMZ3,CMZ4, 
& CMXY1,N, ,ILEFT,IRIGHT,XL,Zl, ,XH,XK, 
& BETA,BETAl,MM,NSEQ,NTOTAL,BRATIO.GNOR, 
& UOO,VOO,UMO 
DOUBLE PRECISION UVX (5000, ). UVY (5000,7) • UVZ (5000,7) , 
& UMX(5000,7) ,UMY(SOOO,7), (5000,7), 







***90 DEGREE PULSE FROM 
DO 25 
UVY (J, ) =UVZ (J, 2 ) 
lNY ( ,T , 4 ) ;;:. UVZ ( LT • 4 ) 
UMY(J,2)=UMZ(J,2) 
TO UNTIL LINE 
***ANY PULSE************ 
(J, 2) cosd ( 





DO 10 ,M 
C UVX ( 1, ) =lNX ( ,2) 
UVX ( ] , 4 ) = UVX ( 2 , ) 
C UVX ( N + 1, ) = (NX (N , 2 ) 
C UVX ( N + 1 , 4 ) (N , 4 ) 
c 
c 
UVY (1,2) =UVY (2, ) 
UVY ( ,4) ( 2 , 4 ) 
UVY , 2 ) = UVY (N , 2 ) 
UVY(N~l, )=lNY(N,4) 
UVZ(1,2l=UVZ(2,2) 
lNZ ( 1 , 4 ) = uvz ( ,4 ) 
(N+ I, ) ::UVZ (N . 2) 
UVZ{N+l.4) (N,4) 
DMX(N+1, )=UMX(N,2) 










UMZ ( (2) ,2) 
(N,2) 





UMY(J, )~UMY(J, ) 
UMZ(J, )=UMZ(J, ) 
COWfINUE 
DO 30 , N 
UVX (J, ) =CUXY1 "uvx p, ) +CUZ2 *UVX (J+l,) *UVX ( 
& +CUZ4 *UVX (J, 3) +CUVXYG* (ll -N/2) *UVY (J, 
& +CUZ6*UMX(J,l) 
,1) 
UVX(J,4)c:CVXYl*UVX(J,3)+CVZ2*UVX(J+l,3)+CVZ3*UVXIJ 1, ) 
-t CVZ4 *UVX (J, 1) +CUVXYG* (,I-N/2) *UVY I,J, 3) 
& +CVZ6 *UI'<1X (J, ) 
LJVY (,T,:2) -~CUXYI *UVY (J, 1) +CUZ2 *UVY (J + I, ) +CUZ3 *UVY (J- (1) 
&1 CUZ4 *UVY (,J , .3 ) - CUVXYG * (,T - N 1 2) *uvx (,I, ) 
+ClJZ6*UMY(.J,1) 
UVY (,r, 4) =CVXYI *lNY (,J, ) +CVZ2 *UVY (J+l, 3) +CVZ.3 *UVY 1,.3) 
+CVZ4 *uvy (IT, ) -CUVXYG* (J-N 12) *UVX (J, 3) 
& +CVZ6*UMY(l], ) 
Ex 
lJVZ (J, 2) (,T,I) +CUZ2 (lhl, )+CUZ3*UVZ(J-l,l) 
+CUZ4 *UVZ (.J 1.3) +CUZ5+CUZ6*UMZ (J, 1) 
UVZ(J,4)=CVZI*UVZ , )+CVZ2*UVZ(,T+I,3)+CVZ3*UVZ(J I, ) 
+CVZ4*UVZ(J,I)+CVZ5+CVZ6*UMZ(J, ) 
UMX (,J, ) "CMXYI *UMX (J , 1) +CMZ2 *UVX 
+ClIVXYG* (JNI ) *UMY(,T, 1) 
) +CMZ3 *UVX (,J, 
UMY (IT, 2) c::CMXYl *UMY (J, 1) +CMZ2 *UVY (J, 1) +CMZ3 *UVY (J, 3) 
-CUVXYG* (J--N/2) *UMX (J, ) 
DMZ (.J, ) :c-CMZ 1 *UMZ (,T, ) +CMZ2 *UVZ (lJ, ) +CMZ 3 *UVZ (,I, ) 
+CMZ4 
CONTINUE 
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